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Big Rally To Kick Off Football Season

laCe

New Group
Represents
Many Lands

Mayor To Mastermind
Rafter-Raising Rally In
Gym Tomorrow Night

Maine Host To 16
Foreign Students
a

Hauck And Westerman Scheduled As
Speakers;Dance To Follow Program

The University will play host
to 16 new foreign students this
year, and the newcomers represent countries both east and west
—Lebanon, Brazil, Formosa,
Finland, Japan, Greece, and our
next door neighboor, Canada.

BY PERLESTON PERT, JR.

Maine's Mayor, "Madman Zeke" Mavodones, instructs
three freshmen in the art of cheering in preparation for Friday
night's rally. The mad mayor will act as master of ceremonies
at the rally and will lead the entire student body in cheering
Hal Westerman's undefeated football team. Photo by Stearns

Over 3,000 Maine students will again shout "'Til the rafters
ring" as they cram Memorial Gym at 7:30 tomorrow night to touchoff the 1952 football season with the traditional pre-game rally.
Zinas "Madman Zeke" Mavodones, the mayor with the concrete platform, will lead cheers for the Black Bear g,ridders as they
prepare for their Yankee Conference opener with Rhode Island at
1:30, Saturday afternoon on Alumni Field.

One of the group, Antonia Glasse,
is a displaced person from Russia. A
freshman zoology major, Miss Glasse
Head coach Hal Westerman is slatwas born in Poland. Paulo de Souza,
ed to speak and President Arthur A.
an agricultural extension agent in his
Hauck will also be on hand if his
home country, Brazil, has come to
busy schedule will permit.
Ballots
To
Be
Distributed
Maine for further study in agriculture.
Rally Parade
Ballots for General Student SenBesides Miss Glasse, there are three
A parade, forming in front of Balate representative elections will be entine Hall, will precede the rally.
other girls in the foreign student
distributed at South Apartments Headed by the University band, the
group. They are all home economics
Monday. Completed ballots should parade will make the rounds of the
majors; Regnhild Strand, Norway;
be placed in the ballot box in the women's dormitories and then swing
Valerie Kewley, Canada, and Hanako
Colonel Curtis D. Renfro has taken
oil shed.
lida, Japan.
down through fraternity row. The
over
as commanding officer of the
group will return to the campus mak"How do I stand with the draft
Most of the men students are majordepartment. He succeeds Lt.
military
ing a sweep around the men's dorms,
ing in some branch of technology. board?" is again one of the major
William
M. Summers who was
Col.
and will end at Memorial Gym.
Besides de Souza, they are: Neville questions plaguing many male stuappointed to the United States War
Among the many items of entertain- College last spring.
Bitter, Lebanon, pre-medical; Jean- dents at the University.
In answer to this question, Dean of
ment will be music by Don Lord and
Marie Girard, Canada, chemical enEight others have also been added
the Darktown Seven. This Dixieland
gineering; Ian George Kinoshita, Men John Stewart, chairman of the
combo, which tomorrow night will to the staff to replace officers and enJapan, mechanical engineering; Nicho- University Military Service Commitfeature the piano artistry of one of listed men who were assigned to duty
las Legatos, Greece, civil engineer- tee, has compiled the following inforits former members, Jim Barrows, has in this country and overseas.
ing; Bernard Majani, Trinidad, pulp mation:
Two officers, Capt. Robert A. Chaa musical fixture on the Maine
been
and paper technology; Clement Sheng,
The Intrafraternity Council began
First, "... every man, within 5 days
Formosa, engineering physics; and after reaching his 18th birthday, must its fall activities last Tuesday with a campus for the past three years."Mad- bot and Lt. Jerald A. Hale, have asVeikko A. Sakontu, Finland, mechani- report to the office of his local board meeting in Coburn Hall. Discussion man" Mavodones, who believes in sumed the work of Capt. Leo J. Sulcal engineering.
for registration. In the case of stu- was centered around plans for a fall bringing the students the best in enter- livan and Lt. John D. Furkey, rerally spectively.
Four of the students have not yet dents at the University of Maine, this rushing period for the purpose of tainment, says that a football
The new enlisted men are Master
arrived. They are Manuel Forbes, registration may be done at the local pledging upperclassmen to the fra- would not be quite the same without
organization.
Sgts. Michel J. Bednarz, Theodore W.
Chile; T. K. Shahal Musaliar. India; board in Bangor or with the town ternities which have not yet reached this musical
Musical Groups
Gaida, Reginald G. Gould, Russell E.
Ala Uddin Samarrai, Iraq; and Moti clerk in Orono rather than have the their quotas.
Another musical group, the Splinter Porterfield, and Sgts. 1st Class Verstudent
go
to
his
home
town
for
this
Shahani, India.
Pat Dionne, President of the Counan ap- non G. Miller and Ansel W. Reeves.
cil, said that many houses, because of Village Quintet, will also make
The newcomers bring the toal of purpose."
from
freshmen
up
of
Made
pearance.
Second, "The Selective Service Act poor scholarship and draft, are facing
Col. Renfro was graduated from
foreign students now attending the
provides that a college or university serious financial difficulties. At least North Dormitory #7, this group fea- the U. S. Military Academy in
University to 34.
sizes,
student may not be inducted, once he 44 men from the dormitories are tures stringed instruments of all
1925. He later successfully completed
types.
shapes
and
has started his studies, until the end needed to fill all houses to capacity,
courses at the Signal and Infantry
of his academic year. He must be a and it is believed that there are more More Talent
schools. During World War 11, he
More musical talent will be repre- was in Europe as an Infantry, Glider,
regularly enrolled student taking a than enough dorm men to fill the gap.
a combo made up of memfull-time course. Only one postponeThose men pledged in this period, sented by
and Airborne officer, respectively.
Class of '55. Variety music
of
the
bers
ment will be granted. If a student re- which will end on October 1, will be
Since the war, he has served as
these boys.
ceives this type of postponement in allowed to move immediately into the is the trademark of
professor of military science and
are
quartet
barbershop
by
a
Songs
'[he General Student Senate, top his freshman year, he is not eligible fraternities, and will receive a refund
for the program, plus a variety tactics at Montana State College, and
student governing body on the Uni- for further postponement but may from the University. University offi- slated
more recently as Senior Army In(Continued
on Page Five)
N ersity campus, will hold its first become eligible for occupational de- cials, anxious to keep the fraternities
structor for the 8274th Hawaiian Remeeting of the year Tuesday Oct. 7. ferment in two ways:
on a sound financial basis, are coserve Corps Instructor Group.
"(a.) By maintaining an academic operating with the I.F.C. in every way
I he meeting, open to all students, will
He has been awarded the Silver
(Continued on Page Two)
he held in the Louis Oakes Room at
possible.
Star. with an Oakleaf Cluster, the
7:00 p.m.
Star with two Oakleaf ClusThe meeting was originally schedthe Purple Heart. the Combat
ters.
uled for September 23, but, according
Infantryman Badge. the Distinguished
to William Hirst, Senate president,
Unit Badge, a Certificate of Merit, the
was pushed ahead to provide time for
Nearly 12,000 Maine people at- Croix de Guerre with Palm Fiat of
election of dorm representatives.
tended conferences and conventions Paris. the Order of Willem (Holland),
The Senate will enter the 1952-'53
at the University during the past year, and the French and Belgium Fourschool year under the new Constituaccording to a report compiled by agerres.
Parents of freshmen will attend and man, will make arrangements for the
tion ratified by the student body at
Charles E. Crossland, Director of
Col. Renfro is married and has two
the General Elections last spring. The participate in a special program of event. Other members of the commit- Student and Public relations.
daughters
who are attending Maine
events
at
the
University
on
Saturday,
changes
made
major
Constitution
new
tee are: Professor Himy B. Kirshen
In addition to Farm and Home
in apportionment of representatives. Oct. 11, according to an announce- head of the Department of Econom- Week, the campus was used by sever- and a third daughter attending the
An item on the agenda for the ment by President Arthur A. Hauck. ics and Sociology; Professor Marion al Maine organizations for annual University of Hawaii.
This is the resumption of a program Rogers, head of the women's division meetings, institutes, and conventions.
ruesday meeting is class elections,
hich will be held in November.
held regularly for five years prior to of Physical Education; Professor Represented at such meetings were Car Registration Due
World War It. The unusually large Matthew McNeary, head of the De- civic and governmental organizations,
classes following the war held up the partment of Engineering Graphics; and various educational and scientific
Don't forget to get a campus sticker
Glee Club Chorus Filled
return of Freshman Parents Day until Theodore S. Curtis, Faculty Manager groups.
for your car! The sticker must be disMr. Crossland pointed out that the played on your windshield not later
Mr. James Selwood of the Music this year when, under more nearly of Athletics; Assistant Professor RobDepartment, director of the Maine normal conditions, the University ert E. Olson, of the Department of University is "exceedingly pleased" than Oct. 1.
Glee Club, has announced that all Committee on Administration voted Entomology; and Percy F. Crane, Di- to help with adult education by
To obtain your sticker take your
openings in the chorus have been unanimously to reestablish the pro- rector of Admissions. Student mem- making the campus facilities avail- auto registration to your Dean's office.
bers of the committee are Beverly able. He said University faculty mem- Men register at the office of the Dean
filled for the fall semester. There are gram.
A student-faculty committee, with Pettengill, president of the WSGA, bers have frequently assisted at meet- of Men, 205Library; women
96 voices this year, as compared with
register
76 last year. Thirty-four of these are Charles E. Crossland, Director of Stu- and William Hirst, president of the ings by giving lectures or leading dis- at the office of the Dean of Women,
dent and Public Relations, as chair- General Student Senate.
cussion groups.
freshmen.
74 Library.

Colonel Renfro
Is New Head
Of ROTC Here

Dean Releases
Latest Report
On Draft Status

IFC Discusses
Special Rushing
To Fill Houses

Senate To Hold
Open Meeting

Parents Day Program Resumed
Here After Five-Year Absence

CO.

Many Non-Students
Visit Campus For 1Bronze
Conventions Panels

l'age To

Or
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Trustees Visit Sigma Nu Men
Campus;Elect Go To Michigan
New President

Prism Positions Open
To Class Of 1954

!Public Management Students
Seven Maine Towns

Members of the junior class in-Serve
terested in working with the 19541
Two Maine students, Robert Mc- edition of the Prism are requested to ]
Seven public management interns worked with Maine town and
Mahon and William Bunter, lived in contact Paul Marcoux, Editor, be- city managers this summer.
Since the intern work was first used in 1946, many managers
The eleven-member board of trus- luxury and a quaint atmosphere last tween the afternoon hours of 2 and]
tees, of the University, journeyed to month as they attended the national 5, Monday through Friday at the , have said the interns gave the communities more than they received.
the campus last Friday, attended the convention of Sigma Nu fraternity in Prism office, 211 East Annex. In- I Of this summer's work, ProfessorC'
terested members of the other three Edward F. Dow, director of the Uni- s
assembly, discussed the yearly budget,
classes are also urged to apply.
and elected a new president of the Michigan.
versity's City Manager Training Promith
McMahon and Butler, who repreIndividuals possessing candid or gram, said, "These interns have hanboard.
University's chapter of informal snapshots taken in dorms, dled a wide variety of assignments and L
the
sented
Raymond W. Davis, of Guilford,
Nu, spent four days at the fraternity houses, or around campus
lilt
was elected president of the board of Sigma
luxurious
Grand Hotel, located on wishing to have them appear in the doing worthwhile work for the comtrustees, to succeed George S. WilMackinaw, Mackinaw '54 Prism are asked to turn them in munity which employed them."
liams, of Augusta, who recently the Straits of
Island, in Northern Michigan.
at the above address or drop them in
reached the retirement age.
The interns were:
convention, at which the campus mail. Snapshots will be
the
During
Davis, a prominent Maine Banker,
Elton
0. Feeny, Portland, who
One of the largest and most enreturned
upon
request.
hundred active members of Sigis serving his third term as a trustee three
started work at Old Town as an intern thusiastic audiences to attend an asnational chapter were presNu's
ma
of the University, and is the oldest
and became manager of Stonington.
main issues on the
trustee in the point of service. His ent one of the
Feeny was graduated from Maine in sembly applauded the words of Dr.
discrimination clause
T. V. Smith at the opening assembly
election to the presidency took place agenda was the
1952.
Orientals. This clause,
at a meeting of the board held in the regarding
Sept. 19.
William
Blaisdell,
Blue
E.
Hill,
known in Sigma Nu circles as the
Administration Building.
served as an intern in public manageStunning the big crowd into silence
"Western Clause," was finally dropped
A graduate of Maine in 1911, Davis from the national fraternity constitument in Presque Isle. He will gradu- in his opening paragraphs with superb
went to work for the Guilford Trust tion.
rhetoric and depth of subject—"Soluate from Maine in 1953.
The Maine Outing Club, one of
Company soon after receiving his
tion, Resolution, and Absolution," Dr.
Kenneth
D.
Boehner,
Brookline,
Upon their return, the Maine men the most active organizations on CamB.A. degree. In 1928, he succeeded
reported that they were impressed by pus, is in full swing again this year. Mass., worked under the Bangor city Smith soon had Memorial Gymnasihis father, the late Harry W. Davis,
um echoing with laughter and applanner. He will graduate in 1953.
the "old-fashioned way in which everySunday a group of sixty-five people,
as president of the bank.
thing was done in the vicinity of the fifty of them freshmen, enjoyed the Robert N. Haynes, Guilford, worked plause alternated with silence as his
He was president of the Maine convention site." They reported that,
in Camden, under Allen Torrey. Tor- audience followed every word of his
salt air of the Bar Harbor district.
Banker's Association in 1936-37.
rey, who was graduated from Maine, address.
like the island of Bermuda, the MichiMr. Davis is also a trustee of the gan island had only bicycles, carriages The group climbed Schoodic Moun- took his internship from Charles
Science, both practical and theoretiEastern Trust and Banking Company, and, of course, walking as means of tain, explored Schoodic Head and had Haynes, Robert's father, in 1947.
cal, he said, is the solution to a host
a
picnic
lunch after a day of swimof Bangor, and is active in other local, transportation.
Richard R. Leclair, Augusta, worked of problems today. He continued by
ming and rock climbing.
count, and state enterprises.
in the Portland planning department. pointing out that many of the ancients
They added that the hotel cooks
This Sunday the MOC will travel
wore high, polished, black boots, and to Peaked Mountain. There will be He was graduated from the University feared to know the truth of life and
now, with great discoveries beckWood To Speak In Orono the hotel's wine cellar was guarded rock climbing and a picnic lunch. in June and is due to enter the army even
oning, many of us fear that the "imthis month.
by a man in a tuxedo, complete with
The big trip of the fall semester
Herbert Wood, assistant professor a chain around his neck
Earle D. Stevens, Bangor, served possible" will be proved true.
which held will take place on the week
end of his management internship in Brunsof history and government, will be the key to the cellar.
To paraphrase Dr. Smith: "To put
October 3 at Maine's highest moun- wick. He took over during the regular up with things we can solve, is treason
the featured speaker tonight at a pubtain, Mount Katandin. The group will manager's vacation besides working to the human spirit." But the scientific
lic meeting in Orono.
leave Friday afternoon and evening under him. He is a senior.
world has exceptions, he went on, and
The meeting, sponsored by the Radio Guild To Meet
for Roaring Brook and will climb the Norris W. Stilphen, Sanford, worked the greatest of these exceptions is
Orono League of Women Voters, will
The Radio Guild will hold its first 3.3 miles to Chimney Pond, base
in Wells.
politics.
begin at 8 p.m. in the Community meeting of the year
Tuesday night, camp, where they will stay Friday
"Politicians don't solve problems,"
Sept. 30, in room 275 Stevens.
and Saturday nights.
Professor Herbert Edwards of the he said, "in fact, they don't deal in
•
Saturday and Sunday the climbers English Department had an article problems, they deal in predicaments
Mink
will scale the walls of the mountain. entitled "Henry James & Ibsen" pub- which can't be solved—but can be
Saturday night, as has been the cus- lished in the June issue of American compromised. Politics is a game of
tom at all the trips, there will be a Literature. An authority on latter compromise."
Shirt and Dry Cleaning
song-fest and square dance in the 19th century American literature,
Service
bunk house at the camp. The group Professor Edwards has done consider125
Fern
St.
Bangor
Phone Bangor 2-4601
will return Sunday afternoon.
able work on Henry James.
Tel. 6489
•

Makes Big
\Arth F.
Assembly Talk

Mt. Schoodic Scaled
By 65; Plan Trip To
Katandin October 3

New Franklin Laundry
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Dean Lists Answers
To Many Questions
On Draft Standings

Opera louse
Now Playing

"Mickey" Goldsmith
"OUTCAST OF THE
ISLANDS"

COTTON GABARDINE

Gray—Suntan—
Deep Green

Low Price

3.98
short or tall..
Bi,, or small
John Paul
Fits 'ern all

ij
iii4
1
L'r
0

0
0
0

Class of'46
TE

Trevor Howard, Ralph
Richardson

Mistama Fedwal Iltaion• Sank

• RECORDS
• SHEET MUSIC
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

0o
The

• INSTRUMENTS

hilextb•r Fedora! Deposit Insurance Corp.

The 200-inch telescope on Mt. Palo
mar, Calif., penetrates 1000 millior
light years in the sky, but words in
textbook 10 inches away often fail t(
penetrate the head of a student.

RAY McHENRY

"EVERYTHING IN MUSIC"

am! 1 It r

RADIOS -- PIANOS — PHONOGRAPHS

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE

Merrill
Trust Company
With terolv• offices in
Eart•rn Matri•

(Continued from Page One)
standing in the upper half of the male
members of the freshman class, tilt
upper two-thirds of the male members
of the sophomore class and the uppei
three-fourths of the male members 01
the junior class.
"(b.) By taking the Selective Ser
vice College Qualification test anc
achieving a score of 70 or better. Thi.
test is given at the University of Mains
in the fall and again in the spring at
announced times. Results of this test
are given to the student and to
draft board, but not to the Universi
ty."
In addition, "When a student
about to be classified by his draft
board, they may request that he submit form #I09 which certifies that h(
registered at the University and give,
his class standing. The registrar, Mr
Gannett, will furnish these forms anc
fill them in for the student."
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MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY

67th YEW118 Main St.

Bangor

MAINE SEXTET
The combo xs jilt a big
band
Featuring a runt pietely

NEW LIBRARY of
POPULAR & STANDARD
tunes ARRANGED for
DANCING.
(No Bebop unless by
special request!)
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I 'a in pu. Engagements.
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University Plans 'Duke' Walters Works With Drill
Reading Day
Crew On Natural Gas Pipeline
For Final Exams

town and

BY ASHER KNLELAND

managers
, received.

The first Reading Day in University
history will be held Jan. 21. 1953.
The special day has been designated
for study between the last day of
classes and the first day of final exams.
Reading Day was established by the
Faculty Council last spring following
a recommendation by the Committee
on Examinations.
It was decided that no Reading Day
would be necessary during the spring
semester since classes usually end on
a Saturday leaving Sunday for study.
Also approved was the recommendation that files of previous finals be
made available in the Library.

?sRig
st
alk
I

Punching holes in dynamite sticks, putting in caps and fuses,
and tamping the sticks in preparation for blasting—that was Preston
"Duke" Walters' job for two weeks this summer.

—
_
Walters, a senior and a native of'
Readfield, is majoring in management.
He worked for Tulsa-Williams Contractors in New York and Connecticut. The company is building a pipe
line from West Texas to Boston to
bring natural gas to New England.
BY MARGIE THOMAS
Campus mayor two years ago and
most ena
candidate
for
president
ihe
of the Gensecond week of school got unend an aseral Senate last year, Walters went to der way Monday
night with an inforirds of Dr.
Maine Masque hopefuls read lines during recent tryouts
work for the firm as a member of a
mal gathering by the girls of South
tg assembly
rock
as Masque Director Herschel Bricker looks on. The Masque's
drill crew in July. For four
weeks he worked around Suffern, Estabrooke. Games were led by Doris
first production, Cole Porter's "Lady In The Dark," will be
N. Y., on a rock drill. Then he was Ramsay. The object of the party
into silence
presented Homecoming week end.
Photo by Stearns
put on the dynamite preparation crew was to "get acquainted."
with superb
Reynolds Is Successful
for two weeks.
iect—"SoluColvin Hall also held a get acquaintHe said his job was not setting off ed party Monday night.
lution," Dr.
Exhibitor In Flower Show
Games were
explosives, since only regular dyna- led by Charlotte Troubh and
I GymnasiManny
Professor
Cecil Reynolds of the miters were allowed to do this. After Spear. Refreshmen
er and apts were served and
English Department received the sec- two weeks he returned to the "hard" Sue Chase
ence as his
led group singing.
ond highest score in the recent Gladi- work of the rock drill crew.
Nord of his
Pinned:
Priscilla Ames to Tom
"I he Institute of International Edu- olus Show held in Waterville. Prof.
Walters worked from Peekskill, Pike, Phi Mu: Sarah Ames to
John
Reynolds,
who
has
exhibited
cation,
flowers
of
New
York,
has announced
N. Y., to Danbury, Conn. The pipe Lombard, Sigma Nu: Dot Stone
nd theoretito
successfully in other shows, won two line
nineteen
that
scholarship
given
s
by
the
.n to a host
is a 36 incher. Right now the Lew Clark. Sigma Chi: Anne
Albert.
cups, a silver plate, and a medal with company
Mexican
Governmen
t
and
Univerthe
ontinued by
is having legal troubles. Less iston, to Don LaRachelle, Phi
Prof. Herschel Bricker, director of sity of Ceylon are available to college a total of 116 points.
People in Connecticut do not want Kap; Norma McCormick to Dave
the ancients
the Maine Masque productions, an- I students of the United States.
One cup, the Dube Trophy, was for the pipe to come through. They
of life and
refuse Butterfield, ATO: Jean Lavasseur,
nounced last week that Prof. James
Six Mexican government scholar- the best 3 spikes of one variety. The to sell land for the line.
,veries beckFort Fairfield, to Carl Pipes, ATO;
Selwood and Miss Eileen Cassidy will
ship awards are available to under- other cup, the Pattrell Trophy, was
tat the "imSally Caroll to Al Fernald, ATO;
work with him on the Homecoming
graduates in the following fields: phys- for a collection of 5 new varieties of
rue.
Lyn Cline, Cazenovia Jr. College, to
production "Lady In the Dark."
ical
anthropology, archaeology, eth- gladiolus. The silver plate was for the MCA Speaker Announced Chuck MeCluskey,
th: "To put
Phi Kap: Silvia
Prof. Selwood, director of the Uni- no!ogy, Mexican history, architecture. best spike in the miniature class. The
The Reverend J. Edgar Edwards, a Adama, Rockland, to Roland Hocke, is treason
versity Glee club, will supervise the philosophy and letters. On the gradu- medal was for the highest number of
staff member of the New England ing, SAE; Sheila Gephart to Warthe scientific
music for the production. Miss Cas- ate level, eleven scholarships are avail- points in the open division.
Student
vent on, and
Christian Movement, will be ren Moody, ATO.
sidy will do choreography and act as able in physical anthropology, archaethe guest speaker at services to be held
(ceptions is
Engaged: Nancy Buchan to A/2c
dance director.
ology, ethnology, Mexican history, Wives Honore
in the Little Theatre, Sunday, Sept. 28, Robert Hodgkins, So. Jefferson; Mard At Tea
Tryouts for the Cole Porter musical mnscography, painting, biological sciat 11:00 a.m.
ilyn Vaughn to Claire Beanies.
problems,"
were completed Tuesday. Tryout re- ences, pediatrics, tropical medicine,
The wives of 27 new faculty memA representative of the Congregaon't deal in
Married: Bev Hoffman to Ray
sults will be announced in the next and cardiology.
bers will be honored today at a tea
tional Christian Churches, Reverend Stephens; Richard Pease to Arlene
Predicaments
issue of The Campus.
Th.:. University of Ceylon, Perade- given by the Thursday Club at North Edwards
but can be
will speak again at 7:00 p.m. Dorset; Joan Ames to Bob Chase.
Martin Gerrish, who has been ac- ni:,a, also offers two fellowships to Estabrooke. Officers of the club will
a game of
tive in past Masque productions, will graduate students for the academic be in the receiving line to welcome that same day at the MCA house, 1
Riverdale, Orono.
The University forest, totaling
he technical director for the produc- year beginning June 1953. Fields of the newcomers.
1,746 acres located in the Stillwatertion. Gerrish worked with Prof. study under these two fellowships inMrs. Gordon Chapman is chairman
This newspaper is also a suggestion Old Town area,
Bricker's Camden Hills Theatre dur- clude Pali and Buddhism, Indian phi- of the committee arranging the
was acquired by lease
tea.
ing the summer.
from the federal government in 1939.
losophy, economics, geography, his- Other hostesses are Mrs. Percy F. box.
Martin Gerrish, Masque president, tory of Ceylon, and sociology.
Crane, Mrs. Llewellyn M. Dorsey,
has announced that reserved seat-seaAll lectures, except a few in orien- Mrs. Richard Hopkins, Mrs. Spofford
son tickets are now on sale in Prof tal languages, are given in English.
TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIIITS
H. Kimball, Mrs. Marvin C. Meyer,
Bricker's office, 260 Stevens. Tickets
Travel grants are available for fel- Mrs. Charles O'Connor, Mrs. John T.
may also be purchased from Masque !owship students who will study in La- Pedlow, Mrs. Rome Rankin, Mrs.
'e One)
members.
tin America.
Samuel Sezak, Mrs. John R. Smyth.
of the male
Students seeking one of the Mexi- Mrs. Benamin R. Speicher, and Mrs.
n class, the
can government scholarships should John F. Witter.
,,
,
,,,,••••••••••••••••••.••••,..•~4.4..e.o.rw
,
+4.
ale member'
have their applications and all supid the uppet
porting documents filed not later than
The Off-Campus Men's organization
October 15, 1952. The deadline for
members ot
elected the following new officers:
all applications and documents for
Blue jeans and socks were in vogue
students who wish to apply for fellow- president, John Daly; vice president,
elective Sr
last Tuesday evening at Memorial
5TRPN D
in test an( Gym as the Freshman Club held its ships to the University of Ceylon is Dave Deering; and secretary-treasurer, Henri Breton.
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The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

1-1ILLSON CLEANERS
18 'till Street
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DRAWING PENCIL
•Absolute uniformity means drawings without
"weak spots-- clean, legible detail. Fsmous
for smooth, tong-wearing leads. Easily distin.
guished by bull's.eye degree stamping on 3
sides of pencil. At your campus store!
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Esther Williams, Barr Sullivan
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By

Maine Has Lost An Asset
During the past summer, the leadership in five separate
departments in this University changed hands. Journalism was
one of those departments.
At the conclusion of the regular school session last year,
President Arthur A. Hauck accepted the resignation of Professor Wayne Jordan. Professor Jordan terminated his post after
six years as a member of the University faculty to return to the
International Air Edition of the New York Times.
The early part of September this year, President Hauck
confirmed the appointment of Mr. Brooks Hamilton to succeed
Professor Jordan as head of the Journalism Department. Mr.
Hamilton is a graduate of Bates College and was city editor of
the Kennebec Journal in Augusta at the time of his appointment.
With permission from the Bangor Evening Commercial,
this newspaper is reprinting an editorial which appeared in that
paper shortly after Professor Jordan's departure.
"Maine has lost a valuable asset. Wayne Jordan, professor
of journalism at the University of Maine since 1946, left the
University last week to return to the newspaper business.
"Jordan is a top-flight college professor, but before that
he is a top-flight newspaper man. Members of the Maine press
who know him will agree that the papers of the state have benefited immensely from Jordan's tenure here.
"Through the process of education he has helped improve
the quality of news gathering and reporting in Maine. And it
didn't just happen. He worked long and hard toward that objective.
"Before Wayne Jordan came to Maine, the publisher of the
Eastport Sentinel probably had never met the publisher of the
Lewiston Sun. Through Jordan's efforts, Maine editors and
publishers began meeting twice a year at the University to talk
shop and indulge in a healthy exchange of ideas.
"Before Jordan came to Maine, young men and women interested in journalism training had to leave the state to get it.
They went to Syracuse, Missouri, or Boston University. Most
of them never returned to Maine.
-But Jordan's work did not stop in the classroom, nor did
it cease when a student left Memorial Gymnasium with his degree.
"Besides bringing members of the Maine press together, he
performed an invaluable function for the state by bringing newspaper employers together with potential employees. This, obviously, put Maine men and women to work in the newspaper
business for other Maine men and women.
"As a result there are now over a dozen of Wayne Jordan's
former students employed in their chosen profession in this state.
"The valuable programs that Jordan inaugurated at the
University of Maine for the benefit of the Maine press should
not be allowed to weaken.
"We have been assured by University officials that they will
do all in their power to see that journalism training continues to
he an important part of the curriculum.
"The press of Maine is very glad to have that assurance."

•

Johnson, replace Anderson and Jones at Guard and Tackle

Fact and Fiction
By

PEN PIKE

Well, here we are back at it again, semester. No classes at seven fortyand I've got only this to say, Ugh! five either! Some people get all the
Where does the summer vacation go breaks. Me, I've had a Saturday class
ever since I've been in college, an' ya
anyway?
think I get out of 'em this semester?
Noticed a few changes 'round here Naw, not me. I not only got a Saturwhen I got back. Seemed good to see day class, but I got three seven fortythe new Union Building reaching into fives, too. There just ain't no justice."
the air. Didn't seem so good to see a
Then there are the standard refew extra bucks tacked onto my tui- marks by all students, male and fetion bill, though. But, then again. I male: "Get a load of th' blond over
guess we owe something to the under- there. Sorta looks as if we've been
classmen. We have certainly enjoyed infiltrated with some new material
the benefits handed out by our alumni. 'round here. Oh, Jane did you see
What the devil, money goes no matter that fellow in our astronomy class?
where you spend it. That sounds logi- Isn't the k-uuuuuute! What's the matcal, doesn't it? Also, noticed that we ter with the boys around here, Jane?
get a free ticket to the concerts this They act as if they don't associate
year. Course we have to pay for that. with girls. Look, sez one guy, how
too, but, like I say, money goes no can ya get a date with these dames
matter where ya spend it.
around here?
New freshmen this year aren't too
No, I wouldn't say that the atmosmuch different from those in the past. phere has changed too much from
Same old questions: "Where's the li- previous years. Guess it's just human
brary? Where's this.... where's that? nature, huh? Oh, incidentally, those
Sufferin' cats, ya mean I've gotta pay things that I've quoted are not figthat much for books?
ments of my imagination. Just picked
"Let's take a run down t' Pat's? them up here and there about campus
Hey! I got no Saturday classes this during my stay here. See, ya 'round.

Wax Works

In Praise Of Selection

BY DICK STEI'll ENS
Elsewhere on the pages of this newspaper we have made
comment on the guest speaker at last Friday's assembly. HowIn trying to get away from the young alto-sax man of the "new
ever, the overwhelming effect that Dr. T. V. Smith had upon the usual and unexciting realm of the pop school," Pepper is really put through
members of this staff, along with those students with whom we tune, we decided to spend some time his paces in a typically-Kenton comon the "New Sound" in music, pro- position.
later talked, requires further mention at this time.
"Halls of Brass" was dreamed up
It is our opinion that the Assembly Committee deserves a gressive jazz.
been
adopted
A
new
outlook
has
by
Kenton and Bill Russo as an
for
the
word of praise for their splendid selection of a speaker
by many musicians and fans, mostly answer to the controversy among
first gathering of the year.
through the efforts of the undeniably musicians and critics concerning the
The eloquence of Dr. Smith's words was surpassed only by great Stan Kenton.
place of brass in jazz.
the appropriateness of his subject. We feel that young men and
Although Kenton has been hamMaynard Ferguson is recognized as
women beginning their college careers need more than advice mering at the musical door for some the leading trumpet man of our time.
from their advisors .. . more than a guiding hand from seasoned years with little real success, he is His unbelievable range and skill is
now on the threshold of honest and displayed in an original composition
upperclassmen.
lasting recognition. But in order to by Kenton.
They need, we believe, a true meaning of the word college gain his rapidly growing popularity
June Christy, no longer with the
. . . an understanding of their own capabilities ... and a will and Kenton has had to make certain con- Kenton outfit, pioneered in the growcessions to the ears and tastes of the ing field of vocal jazz—using the voice
desire to seek knowledge in their chosen field. .
as an "emotional instrument." The
In his brief address, Dr. Smith accomplished this task. music-loving public.
Much of the greatness of the Ken- greatest example of her abilities apWith the touch of an artist he dispelled illusions .. . offered adton style of progressive jazz is due pears in the Kenton album,"A Presenvice for those who will need advice ... mixed humor with seri- to the musicians, composers. and ar- tation of Progressive Jazz." The two
attenthe
ousness . . . poetry with prose .. . and never once lost
rangers with the outfit. Realizing this, numbers, "This is My Theme," and
Kenton has produced an album fea- "lonely Woman." have been termed
tion of his group.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
CITY EDITOR
ASSISTANT CITY EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR

Doug Kneeland
Jean Dolloff
Dave Getehell
Helen Johnson
Perleston Pert. Jr.
Tony Shannon

turing some of the more talented
members and sections of his orchestra.
The collection of six works is entitled
"Stan Kenton Presents "
Each piece has been written and
arranged for the featured artist.
First on the list is Art Pepper. A

"neurotic" and "psychiatric" by critics.
The "Kenton Presents" album is
rounded out by a composition for
strings, and another featuring Shelly
Manne, who is probably the most
versatile percussion man in the business today.

DAVE

CiFICHELL

The
Fall poked its brightly colored nose
the ea
into this part of the country a couple
of days ago and judging from the
of op]
distant looks in many campus eyes, a
for or
lot of people are already looking
the RI
forward to the time when they can
other
escape the books for a few hours and
Maine
enjoy the beauty that is Maine in
repre&
autumn.
be sur
and C
Only a short string of weeks remain
before the cold rains, winds, and
Maim
As
snows of November wash away the
Rhode
colors of Indian summer. But during
bers o
that time. Maine dresses in her gayest
state (
skirts and offers some of her finest
eight
weather in an imprudent attempt to
from
show off before hiding under a mantle
York,
of chaste white. It's a display you
and oi
should not miss.
Portlal
With the thought in mind thkt
tai
Jar
away
like
to
get
many students would
Bradst
for a while but do not know quite
lete, is
how to go about it. we offer these
height
suggestions as to where one can go,
which
and how to go about getting there.
why 1:
The Seacoast ...
Man 1
For those of you who have cars,
Pat
or have friends who have cars, we
his ba.
probably don't need to point out the
,the
beauties of Mt. Desert Island. But
Ram
just a reminder, anyway, that Bar
a
frest
the
prettier
in
Harbor and vicinity is
Island
fall than at spring house party time.
letics),
For sheer wildness and ruggedness,
Rams
however, we recommend the lesser
down
known section of Acadia National
game
Park known as Schoodic Point. Just
Wildca
south of Ellsworth, go left along
from 1
Route 1 for 20-odd miles and then
positio
follow Route 186 (a left turn) and
"Duke
little
It's
a
Point.
signs to Schoodic
perfort
more distant than Mt. Desert but
Island
well worth the trip.
scorer
If you are a die-hard fisherman,
was Si
Schoodic offers some ideal late-season
sophor
surf casting that is hard to beat. A
man t
beat-up casting rod and reel and a few
Rams
clams are all the equipment needed
Alth
to land scrappy pollack and cunner
we im
(rock bass) that weigh up to five
man
pounds or more. Here's a note of
Satunt
caution: Wear sneakers and olti
of thi
clothes and watch the surf, especially
• game.
when a heavy swell is running.
aforem
The Uplands,,.
ing fc
For the car owner and friends who
into c4
like to hike, there are three nearby
hadn't
"mountains" that reward the climber
season
with magnificent autumn outlooks
Rhody
from their summits.
man h
The first is Dedham Bald Mountain
about
reached either by taking the second
ss riters
right turn in Holden village on the
already
Ellsworth road and following it in to
Yanke(
the foot of the mountain or by cony ear,
tinuing on Route 1 and taking the
champi
road around the south side of Phillips
begun
Lake (Lucerne) for a mile or so to a
thing IA
sign saying "Mountain Road." The
differer
second route is a longer climb but
any bei
gives the hiker plenty of "wilderman w
ness" to enjoy as he moves up through
team 1
hardwood-covered foothills on to the
game i!
mountain.
won.
The second hill is Peaked Mountain,
Rhode
located a mile this side of Bald Molindouble
tain on the road out of Holden. This
hill is easily climbed along the cast
Wester]
ridge. One looks down from the sum- , contest.
mit over a sheer cliff to a little moun1 Conn
tain lake surrounded by colorful hardAnot
woods. Beyond the lake the hills rise
counted
in tiers to the spruce-green roundness t neeticut
of Bald Mountain to the southeast.
, beaten
Our third choice is Clifton Bald
the Lk
Mountain (or Chick Hill), 18 miles
against
out Route 9 (the old "airline") from
thing t,
Brewer. The best approach to the
previou
mountain is up the fire road on the
clubs.
northwest side.
Oct. 18,
"Chick" is like Peaked Mountain in
ference
that one side is gone and nothing reeasily
mains but steep granite cliffs. The
year's b
view from the mountain on a clear
Ed WI
day looking out across the Penobscot
scored
valley is little short of breathtaking,
day on
and the woods below the cliff seem to
a broth
have an even wider variation of vivid
more c:
colors than elsewhere.
Bear sq
No Car To Use? ...
Some
We realize that all the student
five stn
who want to get away for a while do
'Series c
not have automobiles. Since that is
a whole story in itself with all th, r).' day witl
• Tufts g
opportunities close at hand, we will
be back in the future with a list of • last we,
all its tl
suggestions for the local hiker.
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Black Bears To Face Powerhouse In Rhody
Frosh Football
Gets Underway
As 55 Report

Saturday's Tilt
To Open 1952
Bean pot Race

The Black Bears are really getting
the eagle eye this season from scouts
of opposing teams! New Hampshire,
for one, is sending five men to watch
the Rhody game; and probably every
other Yankee Conference opponent
Maine faces will have a few watchful
Freshman football coach, Sam
(Continued from Page One)
representatives there, too. Wouldn't
be surprised if a few Bates, Bowdoin, Sezak, and assistant Gene Sturgeon
of skits. And then, of course, there
and Colby scouts showed up, either. got their first look at fifty-five Frosh
will be the running comment by the
gridders last Wednesday.
Maine Man On Ram Squad
"Mad Mayor," expected to come
Coach Sezak reports that the squad
As an interesting sidelight on the
through with his usual variety of
Rhode Island team, all but eight mem- members are considerably lighter than
,ubtle and sometimes not-so-subtle
bers of the Ram squad come from the last year's Frosh edition, but are full
humor.
state of Rhode Island. Three of the of speed and spirit. The emphasis will
Head coach Hal Westerman and his
shift
from last year's "steamroller
eight come from Connecticut, two
entire coaching staff will be special
from Massachusetts, one from New style" to more of a "jackrabbit" atguests at the rally which is under
York, one from Honolulu, Hawaii, tack this season, both in the line and
supervision
of the Senior Skulls and
and one from Portland, Maine. The in the backfield.
Mayor Mavodones. The band will
Portlander is Neal Bradstreet, a reguWith ex-varsity quarterback, Gene
play and the cheerleaders will be presJar tackle on last year's RI eleven. Sturgeon, as his right hand man,
ent in full regalia.
Bradstreet, an ex-Deering High ath- Coach Sezak has put his squad
A dance will follow the rally.
lete, is a junior measuring six feet in through extensive drill sessions in
All indications point to a large atheight and 205 pounds in weight, fundamentals of the game.
tendance for Saturady's opening game
which seems to be reason enough
With nearly a third of his squad
for the Black Bears. In addition to the
why he's playing tackle.
untried in organized football, Coach
larger than usual student interest in
Sezak is obliged to train as well as
Man To Watch
the game, over 100 Maine high schools
Pat Abruzzi, who is also noted for build his first year men into a grid
have informed faculty manager Ted
his baseball antics, is perhaps one of machine. The primary aim of FreshCurtis they will take advantage of the
the more prominent members of the man football is to prepare the men
free admission offer to Saturday's
Not the real thing, of course, but pretty close to it. BackRam eleven. Although he was only for future varsity action.
game.
a freshman last year (frosh at Rhode
field candidates in the above photo are running through basic
In addition to a regular four-game
Everything
Ready
Island may participate in varsity ath- schedule, the Bear Cubs
plays during a practice session under the xvatchful eyes of Coach
will engage
Preparation
s for the 1952 Maine
letics), Abruzzi showed well for the the Varsity in several
Westerman
Hal
and his staff. Saturday the lessons learned at
scrimmages.
football season have been long underRams by running a 99-yard touchThe Frosh opener will be a road
practice will be put into practical operation when the Black
way, and everything will be in readidow n against New Hampshire in a game with MCI at
Pittsfield on OcBears meet Rhode Island on Alumni Field. Photo by Shannon
ness when Maine and Rhode Island
game in which Rhody crushed the tober 11. The next
three games will
take the field at 1:30 p.m. on SaturWildcats 27-0. Abruzzi, who operates be home affairs against
Higgins, Coday. Even the motion picture photogfrom both the fullback and halfback burn, and Maine Maritime
on Octoraphers, who used to perch atop the
positions, is the brother of Louis ber 18, 24, and November
1.
grandstand press booth, are being well
"Duke" Abruzzi, one of the greatest
taken care of this year. A new booth,
performers ever to wear a Rhode
this one built on top of the press
Island Uniform. Pat was the leading
booth, has been built for the celluloid
scorer on the RI team last year and
record takers.
was selected as a back on Collier's
Around a nucleus of two veteran
Oct. 29 is the date set this year for
The University cheerleaders will
sophomore squad. He will be a good
runners from last year's varsity cross the running of the annual Interschoman to watch come Saturday.
Golf coach Charlie Emery has an- country squad, Coach Chester Jen- lastic Cross Country meet for Maine have protection from rain this year.
nounced that the annual fall golf kins is trying desperately to shape a high schools and prep schools on the Each member of the cheering outfit
Rams Show Power
Although we don't know for sure, tournament will be held at the Penob- team for the fast-approaching fall University course. Although the meet will be equipped with a plastic raincoat, probably of a Pale Blue color.
we imagine that Coach Hal Wester- scot Valley Country Club course Sept. competition.
is not an official University function,
The main items of interest on Satman shuddered just a little last 30 and Oct. 1.
interest
in
the
affair
runs
high
on
Only Bill Hirst and Ed Perry are
Saturday on learning of the outcome
The tourney will serve as a tryout holdovers from Jenkins' crack 1951 campus, and last year a considerable urday will be the teams themselves.
Coach Hal Westerman's Black Bears,
of the Rhode Island-Northeastern for men students interested in playing outfit. Captain Carleton MacLean
is number of hardy Maine students withgame. The score was 32-0, with the for the Maine varsity or freshman ineligible this season as are '51 Frosh stood an October snow storm to watch undefeated last year in both Yankee
aforementioned Mr. Abruzzi account- team next spring. Anyone eligible to standouts, Fred Libby and Lefty Yar- Ellsw orth's Paul Fir lotte take first Conference and State Series play,
ing for two of the TDs. Taking compete on either the frosh or varsity row. Colwyn "Coke" Haskell, Dave place in the high school division. picked to do the same thing again this
into consideration that Northeastern squad is invited to participate in the Beppler and John Randall saw limited minutes ahead of his high school op- year, will meet Coach Hal Kopp's
hadn't been beaten since the 1950 tournament and should get in touch action last year. It is hoped that this ponents and way ahead of any of the Rhode Island Rams in the opening
season and that the Huskies swamped with Coach Emery at the PVCC for trio can help fill the void created by prep school entrants. Incidently, Fir- game of the sixth consecutive year of
Yankee Conference competition.
Rhody last year 21-0, Coach Wester- registration.
the graduatioa of Dick Dow and Mal lone is enrolled as a freshman here
Maine defeated Rhode Island last
Individual trophies will be awarded Osborne.
man has good cause to be anxious
at the University.
}ear 12-0, but so did Northeastern,
about this Saturday's game. Sports- top performers in the upperclass and
Trophies will be awarded the three 21-0. This year Northeastern
A dearth of Freshman talent the
was
writers just about everywhere have freshman divisions.
past two seasons has contributed to top teams in each division. First buried by Rhody, 32-0, in a game
already given the Black Bears the
the woes of Coach Jenkins.
three winners in each division will played last Saturday. The Rams have
Yankee Conference crown again this The University of Maine's varsity
Jenkins noted earlier this week also receive trophies.
a 14-6 scrimmage victory to their
year, but to read about winning a football coaching staff is made up of
that
outlook
Sixteen
the
credit
for
high
over the U. S. Coast Guard
Maine's
schools
hill
were
and
entered
two
Harolds
and two Roberts. They
championship before the season has
begun and to read about the same are Harold "Hal" Westerman, Harold dalers is poorer this season than at in last year's meet which was won by Academy which last year had an unthing when the season is over are two "Tubby" Raymond, Robert "Bob" any time since he assumed his coach- Presque Isle. with Bangor the runner defeated season.
different horses. Nobody knows this Hollway, and Robert "Bob" Whytock. ing duties here twenty-five years ago. up. MCI won the prep school division In High Praise
Coach Westerman, a man who from
"There was a time several years with five men in the first seven places.
any better than our own Mr. Westerall appearances has never drawn a
All of the University of Maine's ago," Jenkins remarked, "when at Lee Academy came in second.
man who has yet to believe that his
conclusion in his life as far as football
team has a sure victory until the home football games start at 1:30 least a hundred men would turn out
is concerned, is high in praise for his
p.m.
for
in
Frosh
order
and
that
Varsity
spectators
Cross Country
may have
game is over and Maine has actually
team's Saturday opponent. About the
won. And after last week end's more time after the games to drive to combined."
Northeastern game last Saturday WesRhode Island victory you can be their homes before darkness sets in. "These days," the coach continued,
terman
commented Rhode Island
BY PEGGY GIVEN
double sure that these are Coach
"we feel fortunate if enough candi"certainly proved to be a top notch
Stanley
"Wally"
IN'allace,
Maine's
dates
report to form a full-sized
Westerman's feelings about Saturday's
The WAA will sponsor the annual ball club."
veteran athletic trainer, has been at squad."
contest.
Get-Acquainted Picnic next Monday.
"They are strong in every departthe University of Maine for 30 years.
Jenkins
blames
the present troubles Sept. 29.
UConns YC Threat
ment. both offensively and defensiveThe
picnic
will
be
held
He
was
named
to
the
faculty
(he's largely on the athletes' refusal to
Another good team not to be
from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on the ly," the grid mentor continued and
counted out of the YC race is Con- a professor of physical education) in train hard and get into proper shape Women's Hockey
Field. Entertain- speaking for himself and his team he
1922.
competition
for
.
necticut. Although the Huskies were
ment will be provided by the wom- added. "We have great respect for
beaten 34-13 by Yale last Saturday.
en's sports clubs.
them."
the Uconns did manage to score
In comparing the two teams, WesOn
Saturday.
Sept.
fifteen
27,
field
against the Bulldogs which is somehockey players will represent Maine terman mentioned that both were dething that hadn't been done in the
in a playday to be held at Colby. pendent on sophomores. However, he
previous three meetings of the two
The groups will be made up of mem- made careful mention of the fact that
clubs. The Maine-Uconn game on
bers of past years' All-Maine and All- practically all of Rhode Island's sophOct. 18, which is the last Yankee ConMaine Reserve teams and class teams. omores had played last year as freshference contest for the Bears. could
Intramural football will get underSemi-final games in the Northern Miss Ann Townsend, All-American men, a practice which is allowed at
easily play a deciding role in this way Sunday afternoon
Rhode Island, and Maine's sophowith a total of League are scheduled for Oct. 5 and player, will be on hand to coach.
year's beanpot race. Incidentally, end seven games on
mores have yet to play varsity foottap. All games will Oct. 12 and in the Southern League
Field hockey practices have started
Ed Woodsum of South Portland be between fraternity
teams. The for Oct. 5. Final game in each league and are being hold es ory afternoon. ball. "This makes a big difference,"
scored Yale's second TD last Satur- dormitory team schedule
begins Oct. will be played Oct. 19, and the di- Field hockey is managed by Margie Westerman emphasized.
day on a running pass catch. Ed is 5.
Westerman had not definitely devision championship ss ill be played Thomas. She is assisted by Elaine
a brother to Ken Woodsum. sophocided upon a starting lineup at the
Oct.
off
25.
Because of an uneven number of
Gilpatrick. Jan Griswold, and Marty time the Maine
more candidate for end on the Black
Campus went to press.
teams in the Northern League of the
Games Sunday in the Southern Wyman.
But it's reasonably certain that most of
Bear squad.
fraternity division, seven of the nine League: SC vs. ATO, PKS vs. SPE,
last year's veterans sill see action.
Some indication of the compara- teams making up the loop have
al- PGD vs. AGR, and LCA vs. PMD. The Maine State Series in football This is especially true in the Maine
tive strength of two of Maine's State ready drawn byes, even though
they'll The contests begin at 1:30 p.m.
started in 1895. Since that time Maine forward wall w hich was hit the hardest
Series opponents will be given Satur- be playing their first games Sunday.
Northern League contests beginning has won 18 titles and tied for seven; by graduation losses. Many of the
day with the outcome of the Bowdoin- Kappa Sigma will be the only
team at 2:30 p.m. TEP vs. SN, TKE vs. Bowdoin has won 11 and tied for returning vets will probably see twoTufts game. Bates tied the Jumbos drawing a bye this Sunday and from BTP, DTD vs.
PEK, and SAE vs. TC. eight; Bates has won five and tied for way action Saturday, a practice which
' last week, 13-13, each team scoring then on the schedule will come out Kappa Sig will play
the SAE-TC win- six; and Colby has won four and depth in the Maine team took care of
all its touchdowns via the pass route. even.
ner on Oct. 5.
tied for ten.
last year.

Fall Golf Tourney
Scheduled For PVCC

Harriers Need
New Material

Schoolboy Meet
Set For Oct.29

Women's Sports I

Intramural Football To Start
With Fraternity Games Sunday
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THURSDAY,Sept. 25
8:30 p.m.—Cheerleaders' meeting,
Women's Gym
FRIDAY,SEPT. 26
8:00 p.m.—MOC stag dance,
Memorial Gym
SATURDAY,SEPT. 27
8:00 p.m.—M Club stag dance,
Memorial Gym
WEDNESDAY,OCT. 1
7:00 p.m.—WSGA meeting,
Carnegie Lounge
THURSDAY. OCT. 2
7:30 p.m.—N1 Club meeting,
22 Wingate

Newsletter Sent Out
To Town Managers
The first issue of the Maine Managers' Newsletter, sponsored by the
Maine Town and City Managers' Association, has been mailed to managers throughout the state and other
New England areas.
Designed to foster an exchange of
ideas among town managers and to
report developments in the manager
plan in Maine, the monthly letter is
edited and prepared by Gerald J.
Grady and Herbert W. Wood, both of
the government department.
The initial issue contained, among
other things, the secretary's report of
the New England Managers' Institute.

Kennebec Extension
Agent Resigns Post

Perkins Given
Student Prize

Calendar

Orono, Maine. September 25, 1952

Exhibits To Include Maine Art

Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, head rado Springs, Colo., graphic arts;
Richard A. Andrews, of Windsor, of the Art Department, has arranged Ernest D. Roth, New York, 40 etchCarl D. Perkins, a senior pulp and has resigned his post to do research 27 art exhibits to be shown here dur- ings; Knoll Associates, New York,
contemporary fabrics.
paper major, was one of three stu- work in Alaska. Andrews, Kennebec ing the academic year. Eight of the
February—Marc Chagall, etchings
county agent for the Maine Extension exhibits are by Maine artists or
dents in the nation to be awarded the Service, left last Friday with his wife
for Gogol's "Dead Souls"; Stow Wencraftsmen.
Fred C. Boyce Student Scholarship. for Palmer, Alaska, to take over his
genroth, Long Island, N. Y., 30 lithoThe schedule of exhibitions for the graphs; University of Maine Photo
The scholarship is given by the new duties.
year follows:
Club, annual exhibition of photoAlong with his research work in
American Pulp and Paper Mills SuSeptember—Denny Winters, Rock- graphs.
agricultural
economics
for
the
Agriperintendents Association.
port, oils, gouaches, serigraphs.
cultural Experiment Station at Palmer,
March—Frederico Castellon, BrookThe award has been established in Andrews
October—All media Print Exhibi- lyn, N. Y., various graphic arts;
plans to do some teaching at
the name of Fred C. Boyce who was
tion, 50 selected graphic arts; Nicho- Casein Painting exhibitions, 20 Amerithe University of Alaska.
the first president of the association.
las Hornyansky, Toronto, Canada, can artists; Frederick L. Youngs, BanAndrews, a native of Princeton, is
It is presented to juniors majoring in
etchings, acquatints; Paul A. Knaut, gor, 40 salon photographs.
a graduate of Princeton High School
pulp and paper technology.
Dover-Foxcroft, 30 color photoApril—Myron Novelson, Rockland,
and the University of Maine. At the
graphs.
The award to Perkins was made on University
sculpture exhibition; Quest, Amen,
he majored in agricultural
work
done
last
year.
the basis of
November—Alice Harold Murphy, and Wallace, contemporary woodcuts;
economics and was a member of
A Dean's List student, Perkins is a Alpha
Zeta and Phi Kappa Phi, both New York, watercolors and litho- Alfred E. Hammer, Pine Orchard,
member of Alpha Tau Omega; treashonorary fraternities. He spent nearly graphs; Karnig Nalbundian, Provi- Conn., prints and drawings.
urer of the Maine chapter of Tau Beta two
years as a bombardier in the dence, R. I., drawings and etchings;
May—Karl Schrag, New York,
Pi, national engineering honor socieU. S. Army Air Corps during World Josiah F. Tubby, Portland, drawings graphic arts; Kosti Ruohomaa, Rockchapter
of
ty; treasurer of the student
and watercolors.
War II.
port, salon photographs; Contempothe American Society of Chemical
December—Woodcuts and wood en- rary Schools, U.S.A., designs for
Engineers; and a member of the DorThe Music Department of the Uni- gravings, various contemporary tech- modern schools.
mitory Council. He has been active
versity of Maine opened its 1952 niques; Boris Margo, New York, 30
June—Maine artists exhibition, 20
in intramural sports and debating.
season of Sunday afternoon concerts cello cuts; Knoll Associates, New oils and watercolors; Contemporary
on September 21, with Edward Pres- York, contemporary fabrie,s.
Schools U.S.A., designs for modern
cott in a program of organ music.
January—Law rence Barrett, Colo- schools.

SRA Group To Hold
Retreat Sunday

•

Don Lombard. President of S.R.A.,
has announced an S.R.A. cabinet retreat, which will be held at the M.O.C.
cabin near the Stillwater River Sunday afternoon and evening. September
28. The purpose of this retreat is to
plan and evaluate the year's program.
The program of the retreat has
been planned by the S.R.A. executive
committee, members of which are:
president, Don Lombard; vice president, Norman Roy: secretary, Ann
director
associate
Lord,
George E.
Dutille: treasurer, Don Poulin.
of the Agricultural Extension Service,
is now working for the Mutual Security Agency in Belgium.
Library Hours Listed
Lord, who is on a nine months
The following are Library hours
leave of absence from Maine while
working for MSA, has done previous for the school year.
agricultural education work in France, The reference room, circulation
The Netherlands, and most recently in desk, and stacks will be open 7:30
a.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Thursday; 7:30
Italy.
Lord's mission is to help make a.m.-5:00 p.m. Friday; 8:00 a.m.-1:00
recommendations which will increase p.m. Saturday; 1:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
the food production and agricultural Sunday.
efficiency of certain European nations.
The reserve reading room will be
Director Lord's current address is open 7:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. MondayMutual Security Agency Mission, 60 Friday; 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Saturday;
rue Ravenstein, Brussels. Belgium.
1:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Sunday.

'a
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Janel Photo Service
OLD HOME BREAD
'
.
Super Enriched for Better Health

MODERN TRIANGLE
A BOY... A GIRL ...TV

Brown & White Paper Co.
Lces face it. Living rooms are still in style.

77 Broad St., Bangor, Maine

•
•

•

But a third party is inching its way in to
form a crowd.
And no wonder. Few can resist this
miracle that has brought the world and set
it down in front of you. Living history,
flowing past your eyes. Politics. U. N.
sessions. Sports. Spot news. Personalities.

Going - - Going - G0 N E !
Come and get your Retouched

We in the Bell System help to put you in
this front-row seat on history. Bell Laboratories research contributed to TV de-

PORTRAIT NEGATIVE
81.00
U. of M. Postcards-6 for 10r

velopment. Now our radio-relay systems and
coaxial cables carry the images between
cities and across the country.
Our part in TV transmission is only one
among dozens of activities that keep us in
the front line of modern communications.
They are all reasons, we believe, why college
people should find out what the Bell System
has to offer in the way of opportunities.
Why don't you ask your college placement office about it?

Correc

Still time to have N'tuir Portrait
By

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

TED NEWHALL
Bank Building

•
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Frosh Parents
Day Scheduled
For Oct. 11

Or

M,

, 0( lob( r 2, 1952

Fraternities
End Special
Pledge Week

Number 3

Upperclass
Voting Well
Under Way

Parents and members of the class of
1956 have been invited to participate
in a special Freshmen Parents Day
program Saturday, Oct. 11, President
Arthur A. Hauck announced this
week.
Prior to World War 11, this event
A special week of pledging and
BY HELEN JOHNSON
was a regular feature on the University Calendar, but following the war, removing a number of upperclassVoting for representatives to
the large number of students on cam- men from dormitories to fraterthe
University's two major stupus made it impossible to continue nities in order to fill house shortdent
governing bodies, General
the affair.
ages ended yesterday.
Student Senate and Women's
A tentative program for Freshmen
The off-season rushing period
Student Government Association
Parents' Day is now being prepared, came about as the result of a reCouncil, was well under way as
according to Charles E. Crossland, quest made by
the Interfraternity
Director of Student and Public Rethe Campus went to press this
Council
at a special meeting held
lations and chairman of of the facultyweek.
Sept. 23 that the fraternities restudent committee.
Upperclass women's dorms
The all-day schedule will begin at ceive permission from the Univercompleted
their voting for WSGA
8:30 a.m. Saturday morning, with sity to fill house quotas drained
and
Senate
representatives Monby
an
unexpected loss of men
registration of visitors in the Library.
day. Freshman women will vote
Senior Skulls and Sophomore Owls since the regular rushing period
next Monday. According to Bevwill assist. Parents will then have an last spring.
erly Pettingill, president of
opportunity to meet with teachers
The request went to Dean of Men
and advisors of freshmen, along with John E. Stewart who discussed the
WSGA, the extra time was aldeans of the four colleges.
lotted to freshman so that they
matter with administration officials
At 10 a.m. a field hockey game will and the Housing Office before replycould become better acquainted.
he held at the women's athletic field, ing.
Senate president, William Hirst,
following which the visitors will be
The answer to the fraternities came
said that all balloting for Senate repinvited to tour the campus. Student in a letter to each of the house presiresentatives would be completed by
guides will be available.
dents saying that their request had
Tuesday, Oct. 7, the date set for the
first meeting.
President Hauck will welcome par- been granted. The letter also conMajor Changes
ents at a noontime luncheon in Me- tained a notation of the number of
This week's election is the first folmorial Gym, and at 1 p.m. parents men each fraternity would be able to
lowing major changes made in the
will be the guests of the University pledge.
I.F.C. chairman Patrick Dionne. in
representation of both Senate and
at the Maine-New Hampshire football
commenting on the special rushing
WSGA.
game on Alumni Field.
For the Senate, reapportionment
Fraternity presidents have an- week, said that the IFC felt "privileged
came in a new constitution approved
nounced that open house will be ob- that the administration should allow
Queen for the first time in her career is Roxanne, star of
by the student body in the general
served. and freshman dormitories will us to do this." Fraternities realize the
the Bangor Daily News' Pageant of Fall Fashions Show, who
inconvenience
such
a
request
made
elections last spring.
1-e open all day.
was crowned Delta Queen at an informal tea held at the Delta
upon the University, and more espeThe University was divided into
cially, the Housing office, and the
Tau Delta fraternity yesterday.
Senatorial districts, each district
granting of such a special week would
having a specified number of senators.
Courtesy of the Bangor Daily News
not be taken as a "precedent," he
District one through six and district
added.
13, the women's dorms, have one
Dean Stewart, in an interview.
representative apiece. District seven,
pointed out that the present shortages
Corbett Hall, and eight, Dunn Hall,
were not serious; rather the fraternitwo representatives each. Dishave
A recent donation of $125 by a ties had not completely filled their
trict nine, Hannibal Hamlin Hall, and
non-alumni member of the faculty rushing quotas last year. In the total
district ten, Oak Hall, have one
has brought the grand total of sub- of 17 campus fraternities, only 45
A television star and famed cover house.
representative each. District 11,
scriptions and gifts for the Union new residents were needed.
Among those invited were President South Apartments and cabins, have
girl was named a queen for the first
Building Fund to $911,313, according
Chief causes of the present short- time in her career when the members and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck, Dean of two representatives. District 12, Offto Raymond H. Fogler, Fund chair- ages, according to Dean Stewart, were of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity crowned Men and Mrs. John E. Stewart, John campus, has three representatives.
man.
"marriage, 'separation' by the Uni- her Delta Queen, yesterday afternoon. O'Connell, managing editor of the District 14, the Southern Fraternity
The $900,000 goal originally set for versity, voluntary enlistment in the Roxanne, a beautiful fashion model Bangor Daily News, the deans of all Ward, and district 15, the Northern
the Fund was passed several months Armed Forces, and the draft." These and star of the Bangor Daily News' the colleges and many members of Fraternity Ward, have three represenago. Recent contributions have helped causes were over and above the nor- Pageant of Fall Fashions, was pre- the faculty.
tatives each.
swell the Fund to still greater propor- mal number of men who leave for sented a loving cup and crown of
In attendance with Roxanne were Ex Officio Members
tions.
private reasons as transfers or as roses by house president Patrick many of the models who also apBesides the elected representatives
With this latest contribution the graduates.
Dionne climaxing an informal tea peared in the Fashion show including there are eight ex officio members of
non-alumni members of the Univer(Continued on Page Two)
held in her honor at the fraternity Frances Willett and Patty Keenan, two the Senate. These are the presidents
sity staff have, to date, exceeded by
University co-eds.
of the following organizations:
one dollar their goal of $10,000. This
The tea and crowning came as the WSGA, Men's Central Dormitory
goal was adopted before the campaign
result of a house vote taken by the Committee, Interfraternity Council,
was started by a committee of the
Delta Tau men after seeing and talk- Panhellenic Council, and the four
non-alumni faculty members.
ing with Roxanne. Pleased with the class presidents. Until class elections
In commenting upon these achievesincerity of the 22-year-old girl and
(Continued on Page Three)
ments Mr. Fogler said "The nonher obvious interest in the University,
alumni faculty members whose genthey arranged the tea and named her
erosity has helped to make our MeA college education at government expense plus a monthly pay Delta Queen, an honor bestowed only
morial Union possible, deserve the allowance will go to the winners of the seventh nation-wide COM- on special occasions by the fraternity.
highest praise. They have done a petitive exam given by the Navy under its College Training Program. Following the crowning ceremony—
grand job."
The Navy expects to enter about the only time the celebrated and loveThe examination is scheduled for
The second annual Open House of
In addition, this group has made an December 13, 1952, and will be open 2,000 students into the program com- ly star has won such a distinction—
excellent record on payments with a to high school seniors or graduates mencing with the fall term of college, Roxanne was shown about the campus the Pulp and Paper Foundation will
mark of 97.3% of subscriptions paid within the age requirements. Men 1953.
by Dionne and other members of be held at the University on Oct. 10
and II, according to an announcement
nonevery
that
prospects
and with
graduating under the program will be
The students selected by these com- Delta Tau Delta.
from the office of Ashley Campbell,
alumni faculty member now on cam- commissioned as officers in the Navy petitive examinations will be assigned
—
Dean of the College of Technology.
pus will "come through" and make it or Marine Corps.
to the 52 Naval Reserve Officers Gets Poultry Scholarship
,Approximately 35 representatives
a 100% record.
Qualifications
Training Corps units which are located
from member paper companies of the
Earl E. Gardiner. a freshman, has University of Maine Pulp and Paper
The program is open to male citi- in various universities and colleges in
zens of the United States between the the United States. If accepted by the received the Benjamin Higer Me- Foundation will attend the two day
Correction
ages of 17 and 21, and quotas have college, they will be appointed Mid- morial scholarship given by Maine Open House. The conference is sponThe following correction should been assigned to each state and ter- shipmen, U. S. N. R., and will have Poultry associates in memory of Ben- sored jointly by the University and
be made in the booklet,'"Infor- ritory on the basis of its high school their tuition, books, and normal fees jamin Niger, an official in the Maple- the Foundation.
wood Poultry Company.
mation for the Guidance of Stu- population. Those who are successful paid for by the Government.
Begun in 1950, the Foundation
In addition, they will receive pay
dents" Page 23, under New Pro- in passing the aptitude test will be
The scholarship provides full tuition exists for the purposes of helping the
$50.00
a
rat•
of
month for the to the University and was established University develop
bation Regulations the heading interviewed and given physical ex- at the
further its proto help boys, who are residents of grams of pulp and paper instruction,
Total Hours Passed should read aminations; then, if they are found in four-year period.
Service
qualified,
will
their names
Waldo County. attend the University encouraging young men to enter the
Total Hours. The limits, 0-40, all respects
Upon graduation they may be com- and major in poultry husbandry.
etc., should include the total he submitted to state and territorial
paper industry and allied industries.
Gardiner is a graduate of Freedom and providing scholarship aid for stuhours taken whether passed or Selection Committees composed of missioned as officers in the Regular
(Continued on Page Two)
prominent citizens and naval officers.
Academy.
failed.
dents who plan to enter the industry.

Men To Move Into
Houses By Oct.4

Union Fund
Totals $911,313

Frosh Will Choose
Delegates Monday

Roxanne,TV Star And Model,
Is Crowned Delta Queen At Tea

Free Education Plus Pay Check
Are Offered By Navy Program
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Foundation Plans
Open House Oct. 10
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Fraternities Fill Men Work As Gandy Dancers
House Numbers On Isolated Alaska Railroad
By Fall Pledging
(Continued from Page One)
Under the present system fraternities
plan to pledge enough freshmen and
upperclassmen to replace graduating
seniors. Added to this is a quota of
non-resident pledges amounting to 30
per cent of the house capacity which
presides for married men and men
living off campus. A third "safety
quota" of 20 per cent of the nongraduating men in a house is allowed
under the system and is supposed to
counteract any such shortages as now
exist.
The fact that some of the houses
did not fill their 20 per cent quotas
is the reason they could not meet the
shortages created by the causes named
above. The houses that did fill their
complete quotas, said Dean Stewart,
are not in difficulty now.
The men v.ho have been pledged by
the houses in the past week will be
able to move out of the dormitories
without any financial loss.

Korean Veterans Heed!
An announcement from the Office
of Veterans' Education states that
Korean veterans should bring form
7-1993, Certificate of Education and
Training sent to them by the VA in
Togus, to the office as soon as it is
received.
The Office of Veteran's Education
is located in 206 Library.
IIIMMIIIMMI11111=1111111111111111111M111._ USW

Orchestra Starts Rel
Rehearsing With An
Niven As Leader ser

The first in a series of discuss•
groups on polities bill be
Bi ASHER KNEELAND
held Sunday, Oct. 5, at 6:30 p.m.
This past summer two Maine men worked as gandydancers on The meeting will be in Room C,
1 he University of Maine Orchestra.
the Alaska Railroad, 115 miles from Anchorage. Larry Eaton and North Estabrooke.
Dr. John J. Noble of the his- under the direction of Mr. Louis
Ralph Keef, both from Vanceboro, worked—to use the less glamortory and government department Niven, has begun the 1952-53 season
ous title—as section hands for nine and a half weeks.
are he]
ith rehearsals on Tuesday evenings,
The two planned the trip last year. will be the first speaker in the
of the
from 7 to 9 p.m.
At the first of the summer, with pros- series sponsored by the Questors,
seat.
While Orchestra enrollment is slightpects of a job, they hitchhiked out to Universalist-I.'nit arian fellowship. ly higher than last year, Mr. Niven
The
Seattle in six and a half days and
has announced that there are still
effected
openings for strings, one trumpet and
from there flew to Alaska. The job
stitutioi
one trombone.
vanished as if it had never been. But
tion's
in a few days they got jobs on the
(Continued from Page One)
One of the innovations of the
The re
government-owned railroad.
Orchestra this year will be sectional
rority
Navy or Marine Corps. They are rerehearsals for one hour each Tuesday,
Their place of work was 75 miles
represel
with the combined orchestra playing
quired to serve on active duty for from the nearest highway. The closest
women'
Considerable repair work is being
together in a second hour. Mr. Wiltown was Talkeetna, with 500 people done on three of the
rority
three years.
University tennis liam Sleeper of
the Music Departhouse
At the end of their second year of and a trading post. The section hands courts, located at the east end of the
ment will instruct the strings, while
got mail four times a week.
rority y
Memorial
Gym.
active duty they may apply for retenMr. Niven will conduct the woodhold se
Once, on the only perfectly clear
During July, three clay courts adja- winds and brass section.
tion in the Regular Navy or Marine
day, they hired a plane and flew over cent to the asphalt
The
court were reCorps, or when active duty require- Mount McKinley, getting a wonderful
The Orchestra plans, this season, to
represer
moved. The clay from these courts
perform jointly with other musical
ments have been fulfilled they may view of the glacier and seeing a lot was saved and stacked away
which ti
on the groups at Vespers, Music Night, and
since so
transfer to the Reserve and, depending of moose.
remaining clay courts for future use.
mitories
Near the end of the summer, Eaton, An eight inch drain pipe running east The Pops Concert. Also planned for
upon the needs of the Service, return
presider
a junior majoring in chemistry, was and west was laid at the south end of the second semester is a formal orto civilian life.
supplies
hurt in a work accident and laid up the excavation. From this main drain, chestra concert.
Applications are available at the in a hospital in
Members of the Orchestra are: VioAnchorage for nine four inch lateral pipes were laid every
There
office of Prof. John R. Crawford, 8 days. Keef hitchhiked down the Hart twenty-five feet. The drains were laid lins, Fred Anderson, Sidney Crons- ballotint
Stevens South, who is acting as the and Alaska Highways in four and a in gravel and covered with crushed burg, Ruth Dow, Ann Crumley, Bev- election,
erly Heal, Malcolm Knapp, Hilda
Navy's local civilian representative. half days and got to Massachusetts rock.
of Senat
Lesch, Judith Pasetto, Faith Wixon, Senate's
He will provide specific information in another four and a half days to
The "Laycold" courts will be simiClement Shang, Judith Tracy; Viola, by Cha
about the program, incluidng the time meet his family.
lar to the asphalt court now in use
and place of the competitive examinaEaton started back two weeks later. with the exception that they will be Mary Bailey; 'Cellos, Jean DolWomen
tion, the method of making applica- He flew down to Seattle and hitch- red. The red courts will not absorb loff and Margaret Dow; Basses, Kay
Worn(
Fletcher and Jerome Hallee; Flutes,
tion, and the specific age and scholas- hiked back to Maine in six days.
as much heat as the conventional
under th
Patricia
Damour,
Carole
Shoemaker,
qualification
s.
tic
Eaton suggests anybody doing much black asphalt court.
Lois Vandenkerchoven; Clarinets, Ed- WSGA.
These applications must be received hitchhiking use a sign. "It makes
Meanwhile, the asphalt court and ward Connelly. Carol Farrow, Caro- supervisi
at Princeton, N. J., not later than No- people curious and gets rides," he four clay courts will be in use again
lyn Fogg, Robert Gardner; B flat Commir
vember 22, 1952.
said, displaying a wooden sign with a this fall. No official word has been Tenor Sax, Edward
were sui
Connelly, Robert
big "Boston" on it.
Council.
given on when the new courts will Ringdahl; French Horns, Kenneth
be ready.
In the
Dinsmore, Richard Harris; Trumpet,
•
Al Halliday; Trombone, Mary Hood; were mi
When in Bangor stop at
Percussion, Charles Hewins, Carol committi
The Pilot's Grill
was doni
Loud; Piano, Marie Oakman.
Opposite Dow Field—
House r
Shirt and Dry Cleaning
and the
Hammond St.
Tau Beta Pi Meets
Service
decide tl
"We Cater to Parties
125 Fern St.
Tuesday
Bangor
Tau Beta Pi. the honorary Enand Banquets"
Tel. 6489
gineering Society, will hold a meeting
Apartme
in 215 New Engineering, Oct. 8, at
7:30 p.m. for the purpose of nominating candidates for this year's offices
in the society.

Navy Gives Free
CollegeTraining

ARROW DEALER
in

Dr. Nolde Heads First
Political Discussion

Old Town

Tennis Courts
Being Repaired

New Franklin Laundr)

A. J. Goldsmith

Bill Stoddard....
PHOTOGRAPHER
104 N. Main St., Orono

Time you picked on a
sports shirt your own size!

Phone Bangor

THE "WHO-FOR"
INSTINCT

"What's that you're doing?"
"Knitting."
"Knitting what?"
"Socks." (Or a stole ... or a sweater)
"Oh ... who for?"
That almost instinctive "Who for?" is what takes the
fancy,
the general idea is that knitters are addicted to making
others happy.
In simple truth, though, many a smart knitter hereabouts
is
indulging herself for a change ... getting up a seven-day
wardrobe of kitteny-soft sweaters, with a different color for
every day of the week. The aim is still to please, of
course. And how it works!

• in your exact collar size
• your exact sleeve length
• washable rayon gabardine

>>>> ARROW

—SHIRTS • MS • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS min_

2-4601

a

Young man encounter, young lady working with yarn and
needles:

Arrow Gabanaro .$6.50

plink
GRANT'S
Milk

1 he "v.ho-for" instinct would explain why your
campus knitter
favors fluffy, easy-to-handle "BOTANY.** BRAND
NO-DYE-LOT YARNS of 100% virgin wool. Knitting for
others, you're especially careful to avoid streaking with
jarring
off-shades. And with "BOTANY'. BRAND NO-DYE-LOT
YARNS ... YOU CAN MATCH ANY COLOR ... ANY TIME.
ANYWHERE. YOU can buy "BOTANY" BRAND NO-DYE-LOT
YARN at

RAY McH EN RY
and the

MAINE SEXTET
The combo with a big
hand sound.
Featuring a completely

NEW LIBRARY of
POPULAR & STANDARD
tunes ARRANGED for
DANCING.
(No Bebop unless by
special request!)
Reasonable Rates for
Campus Engagements.
Sigma
Tel. 6-4465

Dallis Greenhouse
Bennoch Road
Orono

Table Decorations
Cut Flowers

THE SENTER CO., BANGOR,ME.
•'Botany" is a trademark of Botany Mills. Inc., Passaic, N. J. Reg.
U. S. Pat.
Off. Copyright 1952.
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Students Learn, Keep Faculty
Well Fed At The Same Time

(Costumed from Page Oise)
are held in the fall, class presidents
of the preceding year hold the Senate
seat.
The WSGA reorganization was
effected by an amendment to the Constitution approved at the organization's business meeting last spring.
The reorganization replaces the sorority representatives with dormitory
representatives, one to each of the
women's dorms. Previously each sorority had a representative and the
house presidents represented non-sorority women. House presidents still
hold seats on the Council.
The change eliminates the double
representation of sorority women
which took place under the old system I
since sorority women live in the dormitories. Under this revision, the
president of the Panhellenic Council
supplies the sorority point of view.
Virginia Strout (left) and Glennice Bates prepare a
salad for their Quantity Cooking course. The food cooked in
There are some differences in the
balloting procedures used in the latest
the course is used in the Merrill Hall Tea Room where many of
elections. The over-all supervision
the faculty eat their noonday meal.
Photo by Stearns
of Senate elections was the job of the
Senate's election committee headed
by Charles Hussey.
available in the oil shed. The returns
are not yet in.
Women's Elections
Women's elections were carried on
The off-campus elections are carunder the rules and supervision of the ried on by the Off-Campus Men's and
WSGA. Men's dorm elections were Off-Campus Women's Organizations.
The largest R.O.T.C. enrollment
supervised by the Central Dormitory Completed Results
Committee, and fraternity elections
in
the history of the University has
The following are the results of
were supervised by the Interfraternity
completed elections of representatives registered for the fall semester, acCouncil.
in the upperclass women's dorms:
cording to Captain Salvatore A.
In the women's dorms nominations
Elms: Senate, Eini Riutta; WSGA, Casale, public information officer of
were made by a WSGA nominating
Patricia Sweeney. Colvin: Senate, the military department.
committee or by petition. Balloting
Margaret Thomas; WSGA, Janice
The total of 1121 men exceeds
was done at the regular Monday night
Griswold. Balentine: Senate, Bella
last year's record enrollment by 20
House meeting. The men's dorms Frazier;
WSGA, Marjorie Robbins.
men.
and the fraternities held primaries to
South Estabrooke: Senate, Barbara
decide their candidates Monday and
New freshmen taking R.O.T.C.
Wigger: WSGA, Cynthia Dunham.
Tuesday night.
North Estabrooke: Senate, Jean Grin- courses were given a series of lectures
Ballots for those living in South dle. A WSGA representative has not during the past week by Colonel CurApartments and the Cabins were yet been elected.
tis D. Renfro. Professor of Military
Science and Tactics.

ROTC Enrollment
Sets New Record

"2044 caotsd4Ia1 PARK'S

PARK'S ",,At',24slItig
Mill Street

Orono. Maine
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BY BARBARA WIGGER
The Tea Room is operated cafeteriaMaine's faculty doesn't have to have style, in order to keep the daily staff
that 1'm-hungry-after-lunch-hour look. down to 11. The staff includes six
Home economics majors provide tasty, cooks, four dishwashers,
and one
well balanced, low cost meals while
cashier.
gaining practical experience in instituThe bright, pleasant diningroom is
tional cooking.
Since 1931, the University has of- equipped with tables accommodating
fered a course in institutional manage- from four to eight people, complete
ment to.home cc majors. The girls with table cloths and fresh flowers.
taking the course operate the Merrill Behind the scenes is the modern, fullyequipped kitchen in which the Home
Hall Tea Room.
The Tea Room now serves luncheon Ec majors prepare the meals.
Each girl taking the course has
Monday through Friday from 11:45
specific duties during the laboratory
to 12:50.
This facility is a non-profit service. periods, and is responsible for a difIt is open to members of the faculty, ferent phase of the meal every week.
There are seven capacities in which
administration, their guests, and special student groups. Offering well- the students serve throughout the sebalanced meals at exceptionally low mester: bread cook, dessert cook, meat
prices, the Tea Room serves as an out- cook, vegetable cook, salad girl,
let for food prepared in the labora- luncheon cook, and assistant cafeteria
tory by students of Quantity Cookery. manager. The assistant cafeteria manFaculty members receive a weekly ager sets up the tables, acts as busboy,
menu, itemizing the bill of fare for assists the cashier, and pitches in with
each day and the individual cost for the meal preparation whenever neceseach item. They check the menu they sary.
want and return the menu to Merrill
After receiving credit for two seFlail at least twenty-four hours before mesters in this course, Foods majors
mealtime.
may become Student Managers, and
The system eliminates surplus pro- plan and organize the meals themduction and insures sufficient food for selves.
everyone.
The meals are planned and superThe daily menu consists of meat, vised by Miss Inge Nachum
who
vegetable, potato, salad, dessert, bis- graduated from Maine in the
class of
cuits or muffins, coffee, tea or milk, 1951. She has just finished her
internand a luncheon dish such as macaroni ship with the Aetna Life and Affiliated
and cheese, welsh rarebit, or stuffed Companies in Hartford, Conn.
Her
tomato with salad.
assistant, Mrs. Thelma Robie, worked
The average cost for the full meal for the Maine Agriculture Experiment
is 80 cents and for the luncheon plate Station following her graduation from
plus extras about 60 cents.
Maine in 1949.
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For his excellent defensive play against
Rhode Island
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Now Playing Oct. 2. 3

"SALLY AND SAINT ANNE"

"THE HALF BREED"

Ann Blyth, Edmund Gwenn

in Technicolor
Robert Young. Janis Carter.

Oct. 3,4

Jack Buetel

"THE STORY OF ROBIN
HOOD"
In Technicolor
Richard Todd

Oct. 4, 5,6. 7
"J1TST FOR YOU"

ALSO
WALCOTT-MARCIANO
FIGHT PICTURES

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Now Playing

Orono, 647

PARK

NOW -- MORE THAN EVER!

Opera louse

BDMOCTAG
Best Dressed Men On Campus

Now PIN,ing Oct. 2, 3, 4

Trade At Goldsmith's
For

your

in Technicolor
Bing Crosby. Ethel Barrymore.
Jane Wyman

convenience over 100

BANGOR
Now Playing
"LOVELY TO LOOK AT"
Technicolor-Musical
Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton.
Howard Keel

5

ORONO

Thursday, Oct. 2
Tom Ewell, Julia Adams
"FINDERS KEEPERS"
6:30-8:30
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 3-4
"PISTOL HARVEST"
Jim Holt, Richard Martin
ALSO
MARCIANO-WALCOTT
FIGHT
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 5-6
Bob Hope. Jane Russell
"SON OF PALEFACE"
(Technicolor)
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:10
Tues. & Wed., Oct. 7-8
James Mason, Ava Gardner
"PANDURA AND THE
FLYING DUTCHMAN"
6:30-8:30

"ISLAND OF DESIRE"

D.B. tuxedos in atock.

In Technicolor

"Mickey" Goldsmith
Linda Darnell, Tab Hunter,

Class of '46
Donald Gray

TE

Second Feature
"HERE COME THE
NELSONS"
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson

Thurs., Oct.9
Van Heflin, Patricia Neal
"WEEK END WITH
FATHER"
6:30-8:30

loo and Opera House overate continuously from 1 :30 p.m.
to
11:00
• NI

1
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BY DAVE GETCHELL

Autumn in Maine will reach its
peak in the coming few days. A
colorful plaid such as Scotland
never knew has already been
spread over the wooded hills by
the early frosts. The fall air is
superb.

Analyzing Our Rallies
Heard some adverse comment from the vicinity of the
freshman dorms this past week end regarding the method in
which last Friday night's rally was conducted. Seems the "young
'uns" feel it wasn't a rally at all—that is, not the type they remember from high school. Too much "corny" comedy and not
enough "rah-rah" was the crux of their gripe.
We considered the innumerable pros and cons of this argument and have come to the conclusion that the tyros may have
a point at that.
First, let us consider the true theme of a rally....
Whether it be in the high school auditorium or the college
gym, we should all agree that the main purpose behind a gettogether of this kind is to exhort our athletes to higher accomplishments before the day of battle. And in doing this, we sing
our school songs ...follow our leaders in loud, healthy cheers
... and demonstrate in any other manner as long as the true
theme is being followed.
Friday night, we had our cheers... we had our songs...
and we had some real, snappy selections by the University band
... We also had a demonstration by the girls of West Hall—a
demonstration that was amusing as it was fitting to the occasion. Up to this point, the true theme had been followed flawlessly.
Then the campus mayor took charge of the proceedings.
He trotted in a number of acts—some rather comical, others
a bit dry.
It was here that the freshmen feel we departed from our
true theme. They feel that comedy of this nature has no place
at a football rally—or a rally of any other kind—and we're inclined to wee with them. To our way of thinking, only one of
the extra acts was related to our theme.
Certainly it was not our intention, nor that of the campus
mayor to make a joke of the rally. But there was an attempt
at comedy. Certainly it was our intention to cheer our team.
And we did cheer.
But perhaps we should have stopped at this point. Perhaps
we should have sung and cheered and then left. After all, that
was our purpose.
With full recognition of our present mayor's efforts to add
more life and color to rallies, along with those made by past
campus mayors. we. nevertheless, feel that this portion could be
omitted with no great loss to the program.
At future rallies, it might be a wiser course to confine our
activities to cheer and song, while conserving the balance of
our energies for more cheer and song the day of the game.

Now Is The Time...

You tell him to put on his beanie.

Reading For Pleasure
BY ASHER KNEELAND
Frnest Hemingway's newest book is
a fish story. A fish story about an old,
professional. fisherman who catches a
1,500 pound swordfish by himself in
a small boat, then loses it to the
sharks.
That's all there is to the story, The
Ohl Man And The Sea.
A story of an old man's bad luck
turning to good and of his courage...
and of his luck turning back to bad,
and still his courage. The sharks
strip the fish, which, being too long
for the boat, is tied to the side, but
the old man is going out again. He
is not beaten.
The story—almost too short to call
a book—was published in the September 1 issue of Life. It was called Hemingway's greatest novel. It may well
be. It is at the least as near great as
his old short stories and his best
novels.
Of course his last book—now trying to be forgotten—was so bad (only
because it was Hemingway) that it
may possibly be the cause of good
fortune for this novel. Across The
River and Into The Trees was not as

bad as the critics say, but it was bad
enough. And it came out after years
of ballyhoo of Hemingway's great new
book. Now we are told that it was
not the "great book" just the new one.
The new, great book is yet to come.
After The Ohl Man And The Sea
would be a good time to quit while
he's ahead, but Hemingway says he is
going to keep on writing until he dies.
People have been wondering about
Hemingway's novel appearing in Life.
Does this mean that Life is changing
its policy, they ask? Does this mean
the start of a new trend for famous
writers? Will this not ruin the sales
of the book?
Regarding most of these questions
I don't know. I suppose my opinion is
not very important anyway, but I do
have one.
This should hurt the sales of the
book in some small degree. But there
are going to be a lot of people read
the story in Life who would never
have seen it otherwise. And a lot of
these readers are going to want the
book in a lasting form. This should
increase the sales somewhat.

It ought not be too long now before we begin hearing the
perennial questions regarding our student government. Everyone
knows how they go: "Does the General Student Senate ever do
anything? Is the WSGA controlled by the administration?"
The singer may be different, but the tune and lyrics are the
same vear in and year out.
In the past we have tried to impress upon our readers the
BY BOB OSTREICHER
fact that the student government is our government. If we want
Those long-awaited, grey hairs must tion; someone familiarly grabbed my
it to be active, we are the only ones who can make it active.
have arrived! I was beginning to arm; someone else dipped his hand
If we sincerely want to do something about our govern- wonder how many years I would into my change pocket and extracted
ment, now is the time to do it. This week we vote for our WSGA have to shuffle around the campus be- a half buck ... and I was told that I
and General Student Senate representatives. Our vote could fore I acquired that pseudo-distin- had paid my Off-Campus dues for
this year.
decide the course these two governing bodies take during the guished look ... supposed to be beI haven't read the fine print, but I
coming to an upperclassman.
year.
that the money is well spent,
hope
But I guess I've made the grade,
The reminder,"If you don't vote, you can't complain," may
boys!
suthe
received
just
have
I
seem trite, but it is true. Our government is only as good as because
As a matter of fact, I've been told
preme compliment. A freshman, eyes
we make it. if we elect conscientious representatives, our gov- downcast, stepped up to me the other by a reliable source that the organizaday, snapped to parade rest, and asked tion is really going to put the money
ernmcnt will improve.
national
the
me for some serious, guiding informa- to good use this year. There are proforget
don't
subject,
the
on
are
we
And while
in a tone that could only remind posed monthly bulletins, and other
tion
elections on Nov. 4. More than any other group, college students me of
a son asking his father about worthwhile projects scheduled, I hear.
should be aware of the importance of the forthcoming election.
Luckily for the rest of the OC men,
you-know-what.
and
clerk
city
directors didn't listen to my plans
the
your
write
vote,
to
home
at
be
cannot
vou
If
"Sir." he asked, "can you tell me for spending the money. But I ask
have Fin send you an absentee ballot.
where the East Annex is located?"
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(Get that Sir.')
Lowering my voice from its usual
medium baritone to a fatherly low
bass, I carefully pointed in the direction of the Union Building and answered, "It's right over there. son."
By the way. I wonder if the rest
of the Off-Campus Men were as
pleased as I with the efficiency of our
board of directors this year? All I
can remember is starting down the
gym stairs after my tiring registra-

you, what's wrong with a "emergency-push-on-cold-mornings fund," or a
subscription to Esquire mug for those
poor, lonely souls down at the bus
stop?
Oh, I had several other worthwhile
projects, all expensive and all designed
to suit the needs of needy groups...
like me, the Bangor men, me, the
Orono men, or.... Well, Mr. Treasurer, just don't show up around the
campus with a new car. That's all we
ask.

In short, to put it both scientifically
and esthetically, Maine right now is
a polychromatic paradise.
To be even briefer; come on out,
the weather's great.
Here are a few spots to go if you
don't have a car and therefore have
to hoof it.
To those of you who are unaware
of the fact, the University of Maine is
located on an island. In this case, the
island is surrounded by one river with
two names, the Penobscot and the
Stillwater. The banks of the island
and those of the "mainland" afford
the hiker some easy walks and bonnyfine scenery. We highly recommend
two of these walks.
The Stillwater...
The first is up the ski jump side of
the Stillwater from Orono to Stillwater village. Years ago a branch
line of the Maine Central Railroad
followed up the river as far as Stillwater village. All that remains now
is the roadbed and a few ties, but a
path follows the line over the whole
distance.
The path is reached by going into
Orono, turning sharp right on Bennoch Street, and following up that
street a little way until you are able
to get down near the river. We use a
gravel pit road about a quarter of a
mile from the center of town.
Once on the old roadbed, the hiker
finds himself walking through woods
out of sight of all nearby houses.
Frequent openings in the trees give
views of the qviet river and its wooded
Brilliantly-colored
opposite bank.
leases from the hardwoods along the
path make for good "scuffing" underfoot.
Our second choice of local walks
(or bike rides, if one is so fortunate
as to have one of the two-wheeled
Cadillacs) is the one along the road
that follows beside the Penok,cot
River from Orono to Great Works.
Although this route lies along a dirt
road rather than a trail, we still feel
free to say that it is off the beaten
path since it is only "easily" traveled
by a jeep or bicycle.
The road is reached by taking the
street that turns right from the campus
side of the Orono bridge and following it down across the railroad tracks
almost to the river. Here the road
turns sharp left—now just follow it
to Great Works.
The road soon changes to gravel as
it winds out of the town. Many fields
and clearings give the hiker excellent
views of the river and the country
along its banks. After a couple of
miles the road falls down the side of
a steep hill, then levels out just in
time to follow along through woods
and pine groves beside the river.
When you get in sight of the pulp
mill at Great Works, you will cross
some railroad tracks over a bridge.
Just beyond the bridge, the road joins
a black-topped highway. Turn left
here, and follow the highway for
about two miles back to Orono.
Elsewhere ...
The above-named trips are only a
couple in many that are available
within easy reach of the campus hiker.
A little searching in the vicinity of the
University woods or around the Stillwater dam should uncover shorter
walks for the hiker with only an hour
or so to spare.
In any case, if one gets off the main
roads around here, he will not be
disappointed with the countryside. If
studies are holding you back, take
along the books. A quiet spot assay
from the noise of a dorm makes the
passage of knowledge from page to
head a good deal easier.
All in all, it's well worth your while
to be distracted from the daily grind
by spending a few hours out-of-doo
in Maine in autumn.
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University Society
BY MARGIE THOMAS
Approximately forty-five freshmen
women were the guests of SAE last
Friday night after the rally. The
group danced to the music of a vic,
and refreshments were served. Chaperons were Mother Gradie and Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Taverner. Donald
MeGowin was in charge of the party.
Sigma Nu held a vic dance Friday
night with fifty couples attending. The
chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Hermon
Brugman, and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Murphy. Social chairmen are Keith
Ruff and Crosby Packard.
Sig Ep held their first vic dance
of the year last Saturday night. There
were approximately thirty couples attending, and music was provided by a
vic. A fashion show was given by
the pledges, along with songs and
humor by Bub Pert and Dana Baggett. Refreshments were served.
Chaperons for the dance were Dr. and
Mrs. Everhart, and Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Quick. Lee Grover was in
charge of the party.
The Betas held a buffet supper after

the game Saturday with ninety couples
attending. The supper was followed
by a vic dance, and group singing
with Vaughn Waddel at the piano.
Chaperons for the occasion were Lt.
Col. and Mrs. Herbert Ingraham,
and Lt. Col. and Mrs. Edwin Beebe.
Phi Kap followed the game Saturday with a "Kick Off" party. The
house was attractively decorated with
blue and white banners, goalposts,
and score boards. Approximately 50
couples attended, a pie-eating and a
potato peeling contest between the
pledges and the actives provided entertainment. Cider and donuts were
served, and the couples danced to a
vic. Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
George Wadlin, and Mother Haynes.
Pinned: Joanne Drum to Herbert
Grey, Beta; Lynn Love to Howard
Lowe, Sig Ep.
Engaged: Ellen Sargent to John
Kroot, Ellsworth.
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Curtain Time
For All Masque
Shows Is 8:15

Curtain time for all Masque pro•
ductions this year will remain at
8:15 p.m., Herschel Bricker, Maine
Masque director, announced this
week, after considering the proposal
from drama fans that the plays begin
at an earlier hour. This decision came
as a result of questionnaires filed by
interested Masque patrons in an attempt to poll their reaction to such a
measure.
Mr. Bricker explained that "because
of the hardship encountered by those
who have a long distance to travel,
and because of the large number of
after dinner activities on campus, it
is impossible to move the curtain time
ahead."
In answer to the many people who
held reserved-seat season tickets last
year, and who specified a desire to
retain these same seats this season,
Dick Newdick, Masque president, anMaine was the 23rd state to be ad- nounced that these reservations will be
mitted into the Union.
taken care of if they took advantage

Debaters To Train
By Class Grouping

MCA To Open
Annual Drive

Professor Wofford G. Gardner,'
The Maine Christian Association
faculty advisor for debate, has announced that a separate program for opens its annual membership drive
sophomore, jun;or. and senior debat- Oct. 6 under the leadership of coers would be held this year. He ex- chairmen Janice Griswold and Dwaine
pects that the first varsity tournament Trefethen.
Object of the drive is to match last
would probably be held at the Uniyear's total membership of 500 stuversity of Vermont
New officers of the Maine Debating dents. M.C.A. representatives received
Council are: Larry Wright, President; 233 signed membership cards from
Carol Prentiss. Vice President; Bertha upperclassmen during fall registration.
Norris, Secretary; and Charlotte Freshmen and new students desiring
Gelinas, Treasurer. Professor William to join the organization will have an
L. Whiting and Professor Gardner opportunity to sign up during the coming campaign.
are the faculty advisors.
A booklet outlining the activities
The first meeting of the Maine Debating Council was held last Tues- of M.C.A. will be given out during the
drive. An "interest" card, which is
day in 305 Stevens.
a checklist for the student on which
he may signify his special interest in
of ordering tickets after the final pro- various parts of the M.C.A.'s production last spring. At present, cou- gram, will be given along with mempon sales are being conducted, and bership cards.
Included on the M.C.A. program
these may be exchanged for season
tickets during the week of Oct. 15-21 this year will be talks and discussions
in 330 Stevens. He emphasized the by members of the faculty and from
fact that, due to the compactness of foreign students. Other activities are
the Little Theatre, all seats in the game nights, Bible classes, choir singing, and deputation work.
house are "good seats."

MEN!

STUDENTS!
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smartest surcoat
ever designed
...and it's 100%
ztool insulated!

AWARDS
LAST
YEAR!

Write a Lucky Strike jingle!wmr
No box tops! NO ENTRY BLANKS! It's easy!
Just write a 4-line jingle based on the fact that

LUCKIES ARE MADE BETTER

class
same in everti
SOOoother smolte$,
In
Strike, by heckl
for
kt:s Lucky
Vmearcl the

%

TO TASTE BETTER!*
Here's your chance to make yourself $25.
Just write a 4-line Lucky Strike jingle,
based on the fact that Luckies are made
better to taste better.*
Then, if we select your jingle, we'll pay
you for the right to use it, together with
your name, in Lucky Strike advertising . . .
probably in this paper.
Read the sample jingles on this page.
Then get the gang together, break out the
rhyming dictionary, and start writing. It's
fun! And we're buying jingles by the bushel!
Hint—if you can sing your jingle, it's a
good one!
Hint—the more jingles you write, the
more money you have a chance of making.
Hint—be sure to read allthe instructions!
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HERE ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS

•TIPS TO MONEY-MAKERS

1. Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain
piece of paper or post card and send it to
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. 0. Box 67, New York
46, N. Y. Be sure that your name, address,
college and class are included—and that they
are legible.
2. Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
"Luckies are made better to taste better,"
is only one.(See "Tips to money-makers.")
3. Every student of any college, university or
post-graduate school may submit jingles.
4. You may submit as many jingles as you
like. Remember, you are eligible to win more
than one $25 award.

To write a winning Lucky Strike jingle, you're
not limited to "Luckies are made better to
taste better." Use any other sales points on
Lucky Strike such as the following:
L.S./M.F.T.
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies' cigarette-tearing demonstration
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother
Be Happy—Go Lucky
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckies give you deep-down smoking enjoyment

COPS., TIM AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Our

HURRICOAT

s1.9.95
better-task:mg smoke
Ms.
like a mildness counts with
rolnd
iknd buy t keep in
t
So when
'that SI

I

Features like the new outside
quilted shoulders,"Lustray"
water-repellent sheen gabar.
dine, 100% all-wool lining
throughout, put our hand
someIILIIIRICOAT in the
custom tailored class! Note
the deep handwarmer pockets, smart shirred tunnel
belt. Man! You'll take to our
IIURRICOAT the moment
you see it. Fingertip length.
Fall colors. Sizes 34 to 46.
'Rayon and Acetate

FREES:i'iS
El'S SHOPS
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Students Desiring Study Abroad
May Enter Fulbright Competition

Orono, Maine, October 2, 1952

Hold Your Fire, Men, Foreign Farmers To Study Here
Shooting Is Taboo
Twenty-four agriculturists from six Howard C. Dickey, head of the animal
European countries will spend six industry department will lead the sesAround These Parts weeks studying agriculture at the Uni- sion on dairying.

Competition is now open for stu21 A college degree or its equivadents who wish to study abroad under lent at the time award is to be taken
The sessions, which will be very inStudents must resort to some pas- versity beginning October 6.
"The men will live in campus dor- formal with plenty of class discussion,
the auspices of the Fulbright Act for up. (Applicants who hold a doctoral time other than target practicing
the year 1953-54.
degree at time of application should around the vicinity of University mitories and eat in one of the Uni- will be held in the Maples and the
Dean of Graduate Study, Edward apply to the Conference Board of buildings according to Professor Harry versity cafeterias," says Allen W. Man- Plant Science Building.
N. Brush, has announced that appli- Associated Research Councils, 2101 D. Watson, chairman of the Safety chester, Extension Service economist
For the past four months, nineteen
for the University.
cations should be filed not later than Constitution Avenue, Washington 25, Committee.
of the twenty-four European farming
Manchester, who has been making men have been living and working on
October 31, with the exception of D. C.)
Professor Watson has announced
those applying for study in Australia
3) Knowledge of the language of that the use of firearms within a half- the arrangements for the session, plans Maine farms. The other five have
or New Zealand. In this case appli- the country sufficient to carry on the mile radius of any University building to have discussions and lectures on been in Minnesota.
three agricultural subjects each day.
cations should be filed before October proposed study. For those countries is definitely prohibited.
Five of the agriculturists are from
15.
whose languages are not widely taught
The reason for the regulation is The mornings will be devoted to a Norway, eight from France, four from
Fulbright Awards are made in the in the United States, allowance will that use of firearms on campus con- study of American and European agri- The Netherlands, three from Dencurrencies of participating countries be made for applicants intending to stitutes a distinct hazard and several culture, with Manchester as leader. mark, two from Belgium, and two
abroad. They cover transportation, acquire language competence prior to near accidents have occurred in the The afternoons will be divided be- from Austria.
A social as well as scholastic proexpenses of a language refresher or taking up awards.
past. This regulation also prohibits tween courses in dairying and in
gram has been set up. Maine students
orientation course abroad, tuition,
41 Good health.
target practicing at the University forage crops.
Associate Dean Winthrop C. Libby majoring in Agriculture have been apbooks, and maintenance for one
Selection of candidates is made on dump, because it is dangerous for
academic year.
the basis of the applicant's personal workmen who may be in that area. and Dr. Roland A. Struchtemeyer, pointed to care for the twenty-four
head of the agronomy department, will trainees in their extracurricular activiqualifications, academic record, value
Eligibility requirements are:
Professor Watson states that com- direct the forage crops
sessions. Dr. ties.
11 United States citizenship. Rec- of the proposed study or research, plaints have been received from sevommended candidates may be re- and suitability for placement in an eral sources regarding this danger and,
quired to submit proof of citizenship. institution of higher learning abroad. in the interest of public safety, the
Preference is given to applicants who University Safety Committee has ruled
Chamber Groups Chosen
have not had previous foreign resi- that all shooting should be prohibited.
By Music Department
dence or study in the country for
1111esialstr Fedora' Resolve Bank
which they are applying.
The Music Department has anStudents wishing to apply for a Ful- Prism Staff To Solicit
Peter Coney was elected president nounced the selection
of members of
bright Scholarship should do so as
Representatives of the Prism will by the Rock and Hammer geology three chamber music groups for the
soon as possible through the offices
club
at
its
first
meeting
of
the seof Dean Brush. campus Fulbright Ad- soon be coming through dormitories
to solicit subscriptions for the '53 mester held Sept. 23 at the home of 1952 season.
visor.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Trefethen.
In the Brass Ensemble are: TrumThe award of a United States Gov- year book.
the
club
advisors.
pets,
Fred Griffee and Roger White;
Your men and women will
ernment grant carries with it no asAccording to the staff a Prism canOther officers elected were William French Horn, Faith Wixon; Tromsurance of a deferment from military not be printed until a certain number
always find this banking inservice.
of subscriptions have been received. Forsyth, vice president, and Hazel bones, Ken Ayres and Mary Hood;
stitution interested and helpStandeven, secretary-treasurer.
Tuba, Howard Ainsworth.
ful in their business progress.
Plans for field trips, round table
In the Woodwind Ensemble are:
Responsibility is reflected by
discussion, lectures, and joint meet- Flutes, Lois Vandenkerchoven and Paings with other science groups were tricia Damour; Clarinet, Beverly Peta checking account, which is
discussed.
tingill; Clarinet and Saxophone, Edalso a factor in establishing
Owner going to Florida—total dispersement sale—
The club's first field trip was held ward Connelly.
credit and standing.
last Sunday, Sept. 28. The members
of the furniture of Ted NewhallIn the String Trio are: Violins, Hilwent to Blue Hill to visit and study da Lesch and Sidney Cronsburg;
67 Main St., Orono.
several copper and zinc mines
'Cello, Jean Dolloff.

Officers Elected
By Geology Club

Auction

The
Merrill
Trust Company

Sat., Oct. 4,1952
10:00 A.M. SHARP
See Friday's News for Complete Details
Ralph L. Perkins, Auctioneer

With twolv• offieos
East•en 14Kisto

-*OLD HOME BREAD—
Super Enriched for Better health

Dial Orono 6-3342

Nissen's Bakery Products

KI•ssiber Fotioral D•posit lasusempe Coop.

11Jowl11
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GRAND
1 OPENING t
The New
JOHN
PAUL
CO.
THURSDAY
OCT.2nd

Free Gifts
Come in and
piee one of
Nlaine's finest
stores
FOR MEN

You're an
tOySord man'

510

TR MORO'S STORES

5-10

Featuring a complete line of

whatever
your seh_ool...

ESTERBROOK PENS and POINTS.
Also
DESK SETS.LAMPS,and OTHER ACCESSORIES

You don't have to be a professor to know that
an lieusen Oxfords are your best shirt buy. You'll rate
solid "A's— wherever you go on campus in either the
traditional button-down collar or one of Van Ileusen's brand
new collar styles. Graduate to these new Van Heusen Oxford
Shirts today. In white, colors and muted stripes.
Van lieusen Oxford Shirt-mate Tie, $1.50

44 Main St.

SHEET MUSIC

Van Heusen's

INSTRUMENTS

Oxford

"EVERYTHING IN MUSIC"

ghirtg

RADIOS — PIANOS — PHONOGRAPHS

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE

$4.50

"OUR 67th YEAR"
I 18 Main St.
PHIILIPS•JONES CORP., NEW YORK 1. N
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Bea4lards Pale Blue On Road For Clash With Vermont
BY PERLESTON PERT, JR.
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Alaska Match
OpensSeason
For Rifle Team

Bears Seeking
Second YC Win
At Burlington

In addition to Maine's tangle with
Vermont at Burlington Saturday, tss o
other grid contests are on tap in the
Yankee Conference. The University
of Massachusetts, which last week
trampled Bates, 39-6, meets powerful
Connecticut at Storrs, and the University of New Hampshire Wildcats will
Maine's varsity rifle team opened
By Kt 1111 RU
play host to rugged Rhode Island at its 1952-1953 schedule yesterday by
Durham.
shooting a postal match with the UniWith their opening-game win
* « *
versity of Alaska.
over
Rhode Island tucked safely
The Massachusetts-Connecticut duel
The Pale Blue shooters, 15 in numaway
in the record books, Coach
should be a beauty. The U. of Mass. ber, recently sifted out of a field
of
last season played only two YC con- 25 candidates, are under a new mentor
Hal Westerman's Black Bears intests and was not eligible for the this year. He's Sergeant Reginald
vade the Green Mountains this
championship, even though it won Gould of the Military Departmen
t,
week
both of the games. This year the Red- who will also coach the R.O.T.C.
end for a Saturday clash
and
men play the necessary three con- girls' rifle teams.
with the University of Vermont
ference games and will be a serious
Catamounts.
Veterans returning to the varsity
contender for the beanpot. In fact,
Maine coaches expect no such romp
squad this year include Mark Getchell
pre-season ratings name Massachusetts
as the 42-0 pasting administered by
and Norm Schlaack. These two were
as the dark horse of the conference
the Pale Blue gridders to their Burleading scorers on last year's team
this year, backed up by the fact that
lington rivals here last year. The
which wound up the season with a
the Bay Staters had a freshman-sophoGreen and Gold this year have a new
record of 17 wins and 10 losses.
Maine quarterback Steve Novick, No. 42, lugs the leather
more studded squad last year. Last
coach,
Ed Donnelly, and 16 of last
for
a
small
Practice
gain
in
the
for
last
varsity
Saturday'
rifle
team,
s Maine-Rhode Island Yankee
Saturday's impressive victory over
year's varsity lettermen, not to menConference duel. The other identifiable Maine player in the
Bates seems to be proof enough that unlike that of most other sports, takes
tion a 35-0 victory to their credit
photo is Lucien Garneau, No. 44. Maine won the contest, 13-0,
the Redmen certainly do have a cap- place at the conveniencce of the parover
Champlain College,
ticular
shooter,
usually
during free
able team this year.
to remain unbeaten in its last 12 grid outings. Photo by Miller
The Vermont offense racked up a
periods in the daytime. The same is
On the other hand, Connectigrand total of 490 yards against
true for the R.O.T.0 squad. The girls'
cut's band of Huskies are not unChamplain last Saturday with a comteam has a set practice schedule,
tried. In their opener two weeks
bination of power running and a barThursday nights and Saturday mornago, the LiConns bowed to the
rage of passes. According to Assistant
ings. All practices are conducted
tenacious Yale Bulldog but manCoach Harold "Tubby" Raymond who
under the watchful eyes of Coach
aged to score against the larger
scouted the Catamounts, Vermont has
Gould.
New Haven team for the first time
a "much-improved" club over its winMatches on the Black Bear sharpin four meetings of the two
less
'51 edition. Raymond says
shooters'
schedule this year include
Coach Garland Russell has anteams. Last Saturday, back in
Bolstered by the appearance of sev- Maine's big job
will be to stop the
competiti
on
with
Maine
and
New
their 044 n class, the Huskies tramnounced the draw and seedings for eral promising late arrivals, Coach passing attack
engineered by VerEngland
teams.
the
In
New
England
pled Buffalo 47-7, with back Joey
the upper class tennis tournament Chester Jenkins' varsity cross-country mont's Bob Deacon. The Vermonters
Bettencourt leading the way with Intercollegiate Rifle League, the Pale
squad is fast rounding into shape. gained
over 200 yards against ChamBlue fires against shooters represent- which starts this week. Sixteen men With daily workouts
two touchdowns.
bringing the team plain on passes alone. Deacon
coming the Universities of Vermont, New signed up to play but the players are into condition, prospects
for a good pleted 17 heaves in 31 attempts and is
This Saturday's contest, however, Hampshire
, Norwich, and Dartmouth, enthusiastic and have been playing season are considerably brighter
than expected to give the Black Bruin dewill be the first Yankee Conference and
the Massachusetts Institute of
since the University opened although they were a week ago.
game for either team and both will be Technolog
fenses a busy afternoon come Satury and Bowdoin College.
out to make the most of it. Since
Veteran Bill Hirst has been named day.
no official practices have been called.
Maine will also compete with sevMassachusetts plays one less YC conFour players have been seeded by captain of the '52 squad to replace
To counter the offense-minded BurCarleton MacLean who is ineligible. lington
test than all other conference teams eral independent rifle organizations Coach Russell
boys, Coach Westerman's gridin
the
following
order:
including
the
Old
Town
Rifle Club
with the exception of Vermont, the
In addition to Ed Perry and Dave ders should
(1) Ernie Sutton (2) Brooks Whiteshow considerably more
Beppler, who performed on last year's polish,
Redmen will have to win all three of and a team from Blue Hill, Maine.
house (3) Gene Drolet (4) Skip Hall.
both on offense and defense,
squad, Coach Jenkins has acquired after
their tilts, while the other teams are
Whitehouse was seeded second due
the experience gained in the
losing at least one game, to figure in
to the fact that he won the campus seniors Arthur Partridge and Tom Rhody tilt. The Maine team emerged
the championship.
tournament last winter, winning over Lasky and varsity skiers Ralph Bax- from the Rhode Island fracas without
*
ter and Leehan Edwards. Dave Dear- any serious
Gordon Johnston.
injuries and is expected to
Fireworks shouldn't be lacking at
ing, '51 Frosh standout, and tennis be fine
in
physical
shape for Saturday.
Veterans
returning
are
Ernie
Sut- player John Bridge have also joined
Durham, N. H., either, Saturday.
When asked what he thought of his
ton, Gene Drolet, Skip Hall, Ken the squad.
Rhode Island will still be smarting
team's performance against the Rams,
Barnard, Art Traub, John Bridge,
from its defeat at the hands of Hal
Time trials being run off this weec Coach Westerman
The Maine Outing Club will make Mark Lieberman, Iry Pendleton, and
, although pleased
Westerman and Co. and won't be in its
will give a better idea of how the men with
annual fall trip to Mount Katandin Dunc Pearson. Up from the
the outcome, stated, "We have a
frosh perform under competitiv
any frame of mind to absorb another this week
e conditions. long way to go." This would indicate
end. Members will leave team are Whitehouse, Ron Upton.
YC licking so soon. Nevertheless, the
campus Friday afternoon and will and John Flueck. New juniors out
that Maine's over-all performance left
three-time conference winner New
return Sunday.
much to be desired. It appears, howBob
are
Irish
and
Mal
Speirs.
Hampshire didn't enjoy at all its 27-0
ever, that the Bears will become
Mount Katandin is one of Maine's
Coach Russell is planning the usual
defeat at the hands of Rhody last
sharper and harder to beat with each
year and will no doubt have that on most exciting climbs. In the fall dur- southern trip for the team during
BY PEGGY Gtvis
succeeding game.
their mind Saturday. The Rams ap- ing Indian summer, such as the one spring vavcation. The schedule for
Outstanding in Maine's rugged depear to have the upper hand on paper, occurring now, the area is blazing the rest of the year is almost comThe annual Get Acquainted Picnic
though, as the Wildcats, who were with fresh autumn colors. The moun- pleted and will be out soon. The sponsored by the W.A.A. Council fensive line against Rhody was big
scheduled to open last week against tain is especially beautiful this time southern trip is made for purposes was held Monday evening from 5:30 Ed Cianchette while defensive lineof early spring practice so that the to 7:00 on the Women's Athletic backing honors went to Joe Garneau,
Upsala College, are weakened this of year.
Rupert Amann, president of the players will be in top form for State Field. Barbara Jackson was general Dave Wiggin and Joe Alex. Offenyear by the absence of nine threeMOC, has remarked that lack of and Yankee Conference play.
year starting regulars.
chairman and mistress of ceremonies. sively, Ed Bogdanovich, Jack Butter*
field, Billy McCann, Steve Novick,
transportation is preventing many
In the Frosh tournament the folAssisting her were: refreshments,
Vermont dropped all its Yan- from taking the Katandin trip.
lowing matches have been completed: Claire Filliettaz; entertainment, Cyn- and Vince Calenda showed well.
kee Conference opponents but
Maine sophomores, making their
Last Sunday a group of 65 went to Cohen over Tousy 6-2, 6-2; Pelletier thia Nelson; songs, Connie Lewis;
Maine this year after a winless Eagle Bluff for a rock climbing ex- over Lyon 6-2, 6-3; Dube over cleanup, Bella Frazier;
first appearances as varsity performers,
and publicist`88011 last fall. The Catamounts pedition. Those who were not up to Gerghty by default; Evans over Tat- ty, Peggy Given.
Helen Strong, presi- showed considerable promise in the
went zero for seven last year. the strenuous routine of scaling cliffs ham 6-1, 6-4. Coach Russell expects dent of W.A.A.,
Rhode Island game. Tommy Golden
introduced the
This season things look consider- went to Peaked Mountain and ex- the second round to be completed by W.A.A. Council
and presented to Miss and Jim Randall in the line and Ken
Parady at the quarterback slot made
ably brighter for the Vermonters plored that area. Atop this mountain Friday night. He also expects the Frazier of Balentine
Hall the cup
who, under new coach Ed Don- is a fire tower which affords a splendid first round of the varsity tournament given to the
impressise shoo ings while in the linedormitory having acnelly, tucked a 35-0 victory under view of Katandin and the coastal area. to be completed at the same time.
cumulated the greatest number of up. At end, Ken Woodsum caught
their belts last week at the expasses like a veteran and will be a sure
points in last year's competition.
pense of Champlain College. It's
bet to see a lot of action in future
Jean
Leveille, Joan Gillette, and games.
a safe bet that Ilal Westerman
Priscilla Ames, presidents of the
isn't g • g to underestimate the
Modern Dance, Tumbling, and Square
potentialities of the Catamounts
Dance
Clubs, respectively, explained
on Saturday despite the fact that
the functions and purposes of their
it's the only YC tilt for the Green
groups.
and Cold team.
The WAA sponsored Stag Dance
* * *
Coach Sam Sczak's freshman foot- a two-platoon system this year. LightA Freshman cross-country squad
Big Pat Abruzzi certainly lived up ball team left fundamental practice ness is also a definite characteristic will be held Friday, Oct. 10, after the
New
Hampshire
showing
game
lots of promise has been
football
rally.
to his press notices last Saturday, last week to engage
in some contact of the frosh team.
Maxine Dresser is general chairman working out daily under the watchputting on some nice exhibitions of
Backfield candidates showing good of the dance.
and scrimmage work in preparation
ful eye of Coach Chester Jenkins. Led
"trailer-truck" running when he got
running form include John Small.
The following appointments to the by speedy Paul Firlotte of Ellsworth,
for
opening
its
game
with
Maine
Centhe opportunity. The 205-pound
Lionel Mathieu. Jim Duffy, Angie Lo- WA A council were made
at the Sept. 1951 New England high school crossRhode Island halfback never quite tral Institute on Oct. 10.
Cicero, Jan Salooby, and Jim Tripp. 24 meeting: tennis-badminto
n man- country champion, over a dozen
Although his squad has dwindled
found the path clear to the end stripe,
Rod Cyr, Charlie Spaulding, and ager. Jo Stanley; archery-p
ingpong Frosh hopefuls are gradually shaping
but he definitely was an impressive from an original 55 candidates to Bob Bronson are promising
candi- manager, Ellen Pfeiffer.
into a well-balanced team.
figure in the Rhody backfield. Bernie about 40, Coach Sezak has already dates for the end positions while
VolThe class hockey tournament will
Other promising first-year runners
Pina, who gave Maine partisans a bad selected several candidates as good ney Gilpatrick looks good
at center. start the week of Oct. 8. Plans are are Paul
Hanson, Stan Furrow, John
start early in the game when he al- possibilities for various positions on
Good performances at tackle posi- being made to play a hockey
game on Ryan, Garnet Dow, Don Funking.
most made it into the clear after a the team. Contact work with the tions have been turned in
by Jack the morning of Oct. 11 as part of the Henry
Hooper, and James Ervin.
pass catch, was probably the fastest varsity has helped Sezak in his selec- Peterson, the only 200-pound
plus Parents' Week end program.
tion
the
of
most
man on the field. Pina, incidentally,
promising men.
In addition to forming a potentially
man on the squad. and Jim Bragdon.
is nicknamed "Slick." and after Saturgreat Freshman squad, these men
Inexperience, which marks about a Ron Cutliffe. Charlie Lavoix, and
There are only 11 out-of-state boys
day's performance it's not difficult to third of the squad, has caused Sezak John Kicks have
caught Sezak's eye on this year's University of Maine should provide Coach Jenkins with a
understand why.
fine backlog of varsity material for
to abandon almost all hope of using at the guard positions.
football squad.
the next couple years.

Upperclass Net Veteran Hirst
Tourney Starts Heads Harriers

AA0C To Make
Trip To Katandin;
Need More Autos

Women's Sports

Frosh Football Squad Prepares
For Opening Game With MCI

•

I

Prospects Good For
Frosh Harrier Pack

Edgy Eight
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Phi Mu Delta Plans He// Week
Help Day;Conclave Held Here

Orono, Maine, October 2, 1952

Best Fishery Essay To Win $100

Calendar

Any student at the University of
Maine is eligible to compete for the
FRIDAY,OCT.3
A.D.T. Libby Fishery Award of $100,
8:30 p.m.—Chi Omega stag dance, according to
Dr. W. Harry Everhart,
Memorial Gym
assistant professor of zoology and
SUNDAY, OCT.5
head of the Committee of Award.
6:30 p.m.—Questor's Club, North
The award is given for the best
Estabrooke
TUESDAY,OCT.7
7 p.m.—General Student Senate,
Louis Oakes Room, Library
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
Women's Gym
WEDNESDAY,OCT.8
7:30 p.m.—Young Democrats
Club, Carnegie Lounge
7:30 p.m.—Sigma Mu Sigma,
North Estabrooke
THURSDAY,OCT.9
7:30 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
15 Coburn
FRIDAY,OCT. 10
8:30 p.m.—W.A.A. Stag dance

1 hat one day of "Hell Week" ject of reactivating a chapter, previous
should be set aside for a help project member of the national fraternity, at
was definitely decided by Phi Mu Pennsylvania State University. The
Delta at that fraternity's national con- Penn State chapter was forced to close
clave held for the first time on the down during the war.
(3) There was much stress on the
Maine campus this year on Sept. 3.
importance
of public relations, espeThe action taken at the meeting
cially in regard to such worthy causes
will affect all of Phi Mu Delta's many as giving blood donations.
chapters throughout the country and
The invocation opening the meetis another move in the national ten- ing was given by Rev. Charles E.
dency toward a constructive Hell O'Connor. President Arthur A. Hauck
Week among fraternities. Maine's fra- gave a welcoming speech to the 30
ternities fell in line with the idea last undergraduates and 20 alumni attendyear when the Interfraternity Council ing.
adopted a plan whereby fraternity
The Chapters of this national frapledges would devote one day of
Hell Week to civic improvements in ternit!, range from the University of
Maine to Ohio State University. They
Bangor, Old Town, and Orono.
are distinguished by their individual
Next in importance in subject mat- greek names. All of the chapters were
ter at the Conclave, which is held bi- represented: Nu Epsilon, University •
annually, were the following three of Maine; Nu Beta. University of New
matters:
Hampshire; Nu Delta, M.I.T.; Nu Eta,
(1) It was suggested that during Rhode Island; Nu Theta, R.P.I.; Mu
the alternate summer there should be Alpha, Susquehanna University; Mu
an officers' training school for the new Beta, Ohio Northern University; Mu
officers of each chapter.
Delta, Wittenberg College; and Mu
(2) Discussion was held on the sub- Gamma, Ohio State University.

manuscript on any aspect of the field
of fisheries, and for the paper that
does the most to stimulate further research in the marine and/or the freshwater fishery resources of Maine.
The award is given each spring. All
entries should be received by May.

Official
U. of M. Class Rings

Samples shown and orders
taken at Carnegie Lounge
on Wednesday afternoons
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

•

$5.00 Deposit with all orders

DRINK

GRANT'S
Milk
Phone Bangor

Your Campus Agent
Paul Mareoux
Delta Tau Delta Tel. 6-3665

2-4601
•

CHESTERFIELD

FIRST PREMIUM
QUALITY
CIGARETTE
TO OFFER BOTH REGULAR & KING-SIZE
ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELD
— EITHER WAY
YOU LIKE 'EM

CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF
BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER
PRICE THAN ANY OTHER
KING-SIZE CIGARETTE
f§:.•

LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE in AMERICA'S COLLEGES

BOTH regular and king-size
Chesterfields are premium quality
cigarettes and come in the smart
white pack.
BOTH contain only those proven ingredients that make Chesterfields
the best possible smoke: the
world's best tobaccos, pure, more
costly moistening agents (to keep
them tasty and fresh), the best
cigarette paper that money can
buy—nothing else.
BOTH are much milder with an extraordinarily good taste and, from
the report of a well-known research
organization — no unpleasant
after-taste.
BOTH are exactly the same in all respects. There is absolutely no difference
except that king-size Chesterfield is
larger — contains considerably more of
the same tobaccos — enough more to
give you a 21% longer smoke, yet costs
very little more.
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